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Friedman Takes Top SGA Post
Etienne-Modeste; '91, Marcos
Sanchez '91, and Dave Shapiro
'92 won positions on the SGA
Budget Committee.
Friedman sees student emThe recent Student Government Association elections had powerment as a primary issue for
all the makings of an actual politi- the SGA in the upcoming year.
cal election Voting booths, cam- "[My goal is] to awaken students
paign signs, and platforms were to their own power, make them
some of the symbols around realize their potential," he said.
campus that an election was tak- "Hopefully, the SGA can lead that
charge."
ing place.
Specifically, Friedman hopes
But last Thursday, the most
to get more student office space
important symbol was a pencil.
Dave Friedman '91 com- for student groups. He sees the
pleted a successful write-in cam- acquisition of a student van and
paign for S.G.A. President on copier in Mather for student use
Thursday. In other elections, Joe as some of the ways to provide
Ragaglia '91 won the vice presi- more student services.
"The SGA has done a lot this
dential position, while Kelson
-By Mark L. RussellManaging Editor

New SCA President David Friedman ' 9 1 .

Photo by Sue Muik

Trinity Hires Former Wesleyan Prof
One of Many New and Noticeable Faculty Hirings
-By Hugh M.M. AndersonNews Editor
It would be nice if Jerry Watts
could come to Trinity next year
and assume his position with the
American Studies program without event. But Watts is not com-

ing to Trinity under ordinary
circumstances.
Until last year, Watts was a
Professor of Government at
Wesleyan. OnFebruary 10of 1989
he was denied tenure, regardless
of unanimous recommendations
from Government and AfroAmerican faculty. After consid-

More Than Just
Good Theater
Sbakespere's Allegory of Race and Gender
-Bv Patricia Piersonhditor
lhe students of English 353, in coniunction with Dr. Milla
Riggio, held A symposium Friday afternoon in the Kocppel student
centei lo address issues of race and gentler as portrayed in
Shakespeare's play Othello
Tnvited guests included Professor of History and \rea Studies
H McKun Steelc, Phyllis Fay Horton, Prolessoi of Humanities at
the University of Chicago D3\id Be\ mgton; actoi/director Thur-

erable lobbying by faculty and his decision to teach at Trinity is
students, it was decided that Watts indicative of the College's inwould- be granted a two-year creased efforts to diversify its
contract extension and would be faculty.
reconsidered for tenure in the fall
"We attracted more minority
of this year, but that the decision candidates and women because
to deny him tenure would not be we're really making an effort- and
appealed. Watts, among other that's paid off," Dean of Faculty
things, believed the decision was Jan Gohn said. Of the eleven new
a discriminatory one.
tenure-track faculty members
"There is no affirmative ac- being hired for next year, three
tion policy at Wesleyan. I'vebeen are from under-represented
on search committees. It's a groups, and three are women from
complete sham," Watts told the fields with a distinct under-repreWesleyan Argus. "[There is an"! scntation ot women.
unwillingness to hire minority • • For te/iure-firacJc positions,
faculty."
the following have been hired for
Instead of continuing at the upcoming academic year: in
Wesleyan under the extension, Studio Art, a new director, Robert
Watts intends to resign at the Kirshbaum; in Art History, an
conclusion of this academic year. Architectural Historian, Kathleen
In the fall," he will assume his Curran; in Biology, an Assistant
position as an Associate Profes- Professor of Plant Physiology,
sor of American Studies here. Kathleen Archer; in Computer
Watts said he is resigning "in Science, an Assistant Professor,
protest of my treatment at Mark Friedman; in Economics,
Wesleyan." He is the fifth black an Assistant Professor, Carol
faculty member since September Clark; in History, an Assistant
Professor of French History,
of 1988 to leave Wesleyan.
But while Watts' resignation Kathleen Kete; in Area Studies,
reflects badly on Wesleyan's ability to retain its minority faculty, Please see Faculty, page 3

year," said Friedman. "I hope to
continue some of their works,
including the [proposed] student
judiciary board and honor code."
The new president will be
working with Ragaglia, who
worked this year as the Student
Accountant for the Trinity College Activities Council.
Ragaglia pushed his experience in a number of campaigning
techniques along with his running
mate, presidential candidate
Susanna Smetana '91. Ragaglia
defeated David Gerber '92 to take
the vice presidential position.
Both of the big elections were
close. Freidman had over 20 votes
for him discounted becuase of the
misspelling of his name. Gerber
lost the Vice presidential vote by
less than 10 votes.
Friedman sees the biggest
challenge as communication.
"One of the reasons the SGA has
been perceived as an ineffective
body h as been the lack of communication between the legislature
and the student body," he said.
Among his chief concerns are implementation of a student newsletter as well as weekly reporting
of the agenda of the upcoming
SGA meeting in the Tripod.
The issue of experience
dominated the campaign. Gerber
highlighted Ragaglia's lack of
experience in the student government. Slogans such as "If you've
been to one SGA meeting, you've
been to one more than Joe Ragagtta" were seen on one campaign poster. Smetana and -Ragaglia countered by distributing
flyers totingtheirown experiences
as well as pens with campaign
slogans.
The SGA has a number of
student committees which help to
make recommendations to the
appropriate school agencies. Also,
members of the SGA are chosen
to sit on various faculty and
administration committees to
represent the student vote.
The role of the Student Government Association will change
Please see SGA, page 3

Search for Chaplain Commences
-By Jay AkasieNews Staff Writer

Siuclentt in the production of Othello. A symposium w,a* held April 20
on the social ramifications, of the play.
Photo by Sue Wink

man Scott, and Visiting Lecturer in Women's Studies Michelle
Cliff.
The brainchild of Mary Arm Brooks '92. the conference
marked the culmination, of many weeks of analysis of the rcpiesentation of women and minorities m Shakespeare's works
"We were iust discussing the play one day." said Brooks, "and
I |Usl said, you know vi hat would be a great idea is if we had a
foi urn to talk about the issues that we had to confront as a elds* "
Brooks then approached her profcssoi with her proposal,
and undertook the direction of the symposium, with hopes ot extending the olten heated exchange begun in the tlassioom t" the
Please see Faculty, page 3

President Tom Gerety is expected to soon announce the official search committee for a new
Chaplain. The commitee, composed of faculty, administration
and staff, will find a replacement
for the Reverend Dr. Alan C. Tull,
who is retiring after twenty-five
years as Trinity's chaplain. Dean
of Students David Winer has been
named chairman of the search
committee.
"The position of Chaplain is
such a significant one at the College, not only in terms of worship
and pastoral counseling, but in
terms of moral issues and those
issues which might develop on
campus," Winer said.
According to Dean Winer,
the search committee will be looking for an individual who will
promote discussions on ethics and
other social issues. Winer also
said that because the office of
Chaplain traditionally reaches far
beyond Chapel confines, the

search committee will ask others,
such as interested alumni, to interview certain candidates brought
on campus.
Although the College has not
yet officially begun advertising
for the position, Qean Winer said
that he has already recieved resumes from interested candidates,
as well as many recommendations from alumni. The'Dean of

Students added that the search
committee is "eager to accept
applications from women and
minority clergy."
Chaplain Tull believes the
search committee should re-examine the College's job description for a new Chaplain. The
Reverend Dr. Tull, who retires as
Please see Chaplain, page 3
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Opinion
Editorial

High Pricetag Unjustified
Trinity has fallen prey to exploiting its students

To the Editor:
The Tripod was all too accurate in its reporting of the recent
tuition hike. Twenty one thouIn the April 17 issue of the Tripod, the editorial [no title] sand dollars is an ugly number.
the rate (but not the tuition) is
analyzed the educatonal environments of Trinity and Wesleyan. And
comparable to other school's rate
Theeditorial concluded that the quality of Wesleyan and Trinity hikes.
educations differed little, but the environments in which they
I must say that I was diswere earned differed a great deal.
sapointed and shocked when I
Two events in the past eight days have caused several found out about the new charges.
faculty and students at both institutions to question the quality It ruined an otherwise pleasant
spring break. I still do not know
of their schools, regardless of those environments.
whether the administration sent
Trinity this week hired a new faculty member, a former the notice out during break so
member of Wesleyan's faculty who was denied tenure. Calling students would ignore it, or to
Wesleyan's affirmative action campaign a "sham/' political ruin their break. I was not sure
science professor Jerry Watts is the fifth minority professor to why we were paying this outrageous amount to educate ourselves
leave Wesleyan in the last year and a half,
Watts' departure may become an explosive concern on until I read the Tripod coverage.
Dean Borus put it in perspective:
both campuses. It possibly already has at one.
he said that since other schools
The firebomboings at Wesleyan were a signal that the were raising their rates, Trinity
administration and students are at odds there. Watts' situation would not suffer in the applicant
may be a piece of a larger puzzle that, when completed, pictures market. Perhaps the Justice Detrouble between the progressive student body and an partment would be interested in
this quote for their inquiry.
increasingly conservative administration.
It does not seem that the
Watts arrival here will be highly watched, and, along
with new Latin American historian Dario Enraque, Trinity administration even attempts to
ways to keep spending down.
adds two new faculty worth keeping an eye on. Enraque find
Why should they? A politician
replaces Dale Graden, whose imminent departure leaves many only searches for cuts in state
students are unhappy. Watts will provide an interesting spending when his constituents
perspective on what the Tripod believs are burgeoning situations complain loudly about taxes. A
business will find ways to streamat Wes.
The other event that has folks questioning the quality of line only when there is true comTrinity's administration
their education is the recent tuition hike. Every year the cost of petition.
knows that neither scenario exliberal arts education goes up, and every year students gripe. ists. A politician would spend
But a polM Tias "been reacKed, fhe $20,000 point, that puts endlessly if there were no con-

Warning Signals

students on the defensive.
The Justice Department probe into the act of collusion
among New England small colleges seems to be just a formality.
Of course the colleges collude, and, of course, the student gets
raped in the end.
Are the administrations acting together to squeeze
students dry maliciously? Probably not. But in forming this
trust to prevent one school from screwing all the rest, the
students get caught m a web, and it is a tangled one.
The continuos rise of tutition willnot have the immediate
effect of a firebombing or a failed policy, but will continue to
push education away from those who deserve a chance to earn
it.
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stituents; a business would charge
whatever they want if there were
no competition. Since Trinity
knows that the students will not
complain (or at least not transfer)
and that comparable schools are
raising their rates 10%, what is to
keep them from raising our rates
10%?
The Tripod was correct, the
increase was expected. When
there is no true competition, a
seller's market is a given. I did
hope that Trinity would not fall
prey to the temptation of exploit-

All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author and including a phone number for verification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any subm ission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
door of the Tripod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 1310. The
Tnpod can be reached at 297-2583.

Sincerely,
EricHiggins '91

The opinions expressed in
these letters do not necessarily
reflect the views, thoughts,
opinions, or beliefs of the .
Tripod as a whole or in part.

Correction;
The Tripod reported last week that the total cost for a student
to attend Trinity next year would be $21,300. The correct figure
should have been reported as $20, 300. The Tripod regrets the
error. However, we do not like this number any better.

computer you
needtosacceed in the
realworic and a chance
to use it there.
Try a Macintosh® and enter Apple's Peal World Sweepstakes.
You could win aweek at one or these leading organizations
and a Macintosh computer.
Enter April 6th-April 27th
Computing Center II, Jacobs life Science Center
• See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations

© 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Apple's Real World Sweepstake
ganizations
Computer Inc.

Photography Bffittwjjj[!|il!j V4 =:

ing its students. I am not naive
enough to expect an increase that
parallelled inflation—however I
did not think that it would outpace
my certificates of deposit. I, like
most students, will not transfer. It
would take too much time, effort,
and yes, money to do so. But I
will say one thing: ahigh price tag'
does not imply prestige, and this
college's prestige will not justify
the price tag for much longer.
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Watts, Among Others,Added to
FacultyJor 1990-91 School Year
.\ loran; in English, an Associate Professor, Ronald
I homas; two pre-doctoral fellows, the Ann Plato
Fellowship, now in its second year, to Gabrielle
I oreman, and a newly established Austin Fellow
of Fine Arts to Paul Rogers; and an Associate
Professor of American Studies, Jerry Watts.
"We [the American Studies organizers] knew
lerry Watts personally," Cohn said. "We were
looking specifically for someone to move into
the new position in American Studies whose
I' icus of interest was not in Literature or History,
but with an area of interest in. the Social Sciences.
Terry was an ideal candidate." She was quick to
point out that Trinity in no way "raided" Watts
i' om Wesleyan, noting that "we 're all free agents •.
He's [Watts] very excited to be working in that
position. Wesleyan might well have made a
mistake."
Watts' Associate Professorposition with the
\merican Studies program will be untenured,
hut he could be up for tenure as soon as next
S 'ring. According to James Miller, director of the
\ merican Studies Program, Watts will be able to
ilccide when he wants his tenure candicacy considered. "That [tenure] will be Jerry's decision,"
\ filler said in the Wesleyan Argus, "We 're clearly
v orking with different systems. We're glad we
h
the flexibility to deal with Jerry's conJerry Watts
cerns.
"This has been a banner year," Cohn proclaimed. In terms of diversifying the faculty, she
Continued from page 1
an Assistant Professor, Dario Euraque; in Rus- says she "couldn'tbe more pleased. I'm thrilled."
sian, an Assistant Professor, Katherine Lahti; in And in regards to Wesleyan's apparent inability
Mathematics, an Assistant Professor, Judith to attract or retain minority faculty, she is assured

Security Blotter
Friday, April 13 at 6:15 pm — Summit Street by Jarvis Lot:
Student stated that as she walking south on Summit Street an
unknown male approached her and grabbed her left breast. Subject
was walking north towards Yernon Street and continued in that
direction. Subject did not say or do anything else to student.
Saturday, April 14 at 2:35 am — Vernon Street: Security Officer
approached by the hot dog vendor who stated he had seen a vehicle
drive by at a high rate of speed and throw a bottle at some students.
Students were not injured, but the bottle did hit and break a
windshield of a vehicle on Vernon Street.
Saturday, April 14 at 3:43 am—High Rise: Local pizza delivery
man reported that some students came from dorm upon his arrival
with a large pizza. Students handed some paper and wadded up
money to him and took off. There was $2 and some change given
for the food, Pizza man was extremely upset.
Sunday, April 15 at 1:18 am — Mather Hall: Complaint received
of a male, non-student who was injured. Security Officer found
subject extremely intoxicated and an ambulance was called for
transportation. Subject had been advised to leave earlier and had
not. Subject had cut himself in the hand and was bleeding.
Saturday, April 21 at 12:00 am - Ferris: Security Office on routine
building check found that the men's and women's lockerrooms
were exceptionally hot. Boiler Room personnel contacted to check
same.
Sunday, April 22 at 2:35 am - CROW Fraternity: Report received
that a student had been assaulted while attending a party. Security
Officers went to location, student stated he did not know who had
punched him in the face, causing his glasses to fall off, but that he
could identify him. Student left the party after the altercation. Student did not take glasses with him, and Security Officer retrieved
same.

Othello Symposium Discusses
Social Dilemmas of Race, Gender
nity in dialogue and to inspire very isolated, and it can be brought "How..." Riggio queries in her
"the issues [of the play] were
closer to the issues of today."
This symposium marks yet
another attempt by Riggio and her
students to engage the commu-

Continued from page 1

conversation. On April 19-21 the
group performed a dramatic readpublic arena. She believes Othello
ing of Othello to packed houses.
provides a provocative starting
According to Brooks, the class
point for such open debate, in that
decided to stress in its production
the "racial isolation of Othello" as
a black man in a predominantly
white environment.
UnContinued from page 1
fortunately, this dilemma is not
to highlight a renewed student empowerment, according to Friedman. alien to the many African-Ameri"I am going to try to work some sort of student referendum on issues," can students in Riggio's class:
room. "When you think about it,
he said.
blacks in this society have been

SGA Elections

down to contemporary isssues,"
Brooks noted.
Wrote Riggio in "THE
PLAY: Comments from English
353," "For all its sensationalism,
Othello touches some very modern chords, both in its portrayal of
racial prejudice and in its characterization of women."
Indeed, the seventeenth-century social dilemmas depicted by
Shakespeare are equally as troubling for contemporary audiences.

introduction, in a racially mixed
class, does one fairly cast a play
which focuses on the isolation of
one black character?" The cast
resolved this conflict by concealing all minor characters in white
face masks, thus producing a
homogeneous backdrop for
Othello.
Riggio writes that the symposium is designed to seek an
answer to this casting question
"along with other major cultural
issues of the play, the course, the
production, and the relation of
these issues to our own lives."
As a class requirement, students. The Chaplain also encour- dents also xtadTitus Andronicus
Continued from page 1
aged the search committee on its
chaplain in December, realizes the efforts to consider women clergy. and The Merchant ofVenice, viewposition has changed drastically "I think it would be wrong not to ing other examples of
in the twenty-five years he has consider women. This school's Shakespeare's sexual and racial
been at Trinity. Dr. Tull has sent affirmative action guidelines stereotyping.
Although contentious over
suggestions for a re-assesment of should be followed."
literary matters, the students of
the position of chaplain to both
English 353 agree that their unthe President and the Dean of Stuusual endeavors were fruitful.
Commented Brooks, "This class
justreally brought us all together.
The Religion and Philosophy Departments
It was acollective effort of a mixed
would like to hire a student worker for the 1990group of students to bring out a
message which was one of, ulti91 academic year - beginning August 27- to do
mately,
racial harmony."
clerical work (xeroxing, taking phone calls,
She
concluded, "I think it was
typing envelopes, etc.) for 9 hours a week
successful in that we all faced the
(more hours at the beginning of each semester).
issues."

Chaplain Search

LET'S GO
DID YOU KNOW?

. to
More and

.You can attemta concert performance
in Budapest for as little as 5(W
• One of the friendliest B&B's in Scotland
only costs £4.50 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4

Whether you're crossing the USA, touring o There are untouristed, unspoiled
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
the most fascinating sites and get the
most popular resorts •
most front yourdollarwith today's best...and
much much more!
selling budget travel series. LET'S GO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from '
the clutter and crowds" (Houston Post).
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
compreH6i$fve." -Los Angeles Times

HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
BS* • Europe • Mexico • Britain ft Ireland
• France • Italy • Greece • Israel ft Egypt
• S»ain, Portugal & Morocco • CaUfornU 4
Hawaii • Pacific Nortaweit, Western Canada
• Alaska
$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13-95 each) j
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The current rate of pay is $4.75 per hour. Please
see Mrs. Wiedlich at 70 Vernon St. for an
interview before you leave campus in May.

The Ivy wishes to thank all of the
individuals who have inquired about
making donations to supplement the
expenses of our 1990 edition. Please
direct all such donations to R.
Riordan, Box 1053. Thank you.

Attention:
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide.
(1) 602-838-8885
E xt. A 8408
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Trinity, Coopee Sponsor
Programming Contest
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You know its Spring when...

c

Photo by Sue Muik

•e<of the near
...the Main Quad is filled with students. These students were taking advantage
70 degree weather on Sunday and Monday to relax from their intensive studies.

HARTFORD, Ct. —
Twenty-eight students from
Greater Hartford schoos participated in the First Trinity College
Invitational Computer Contest on
April 4.
A team of East Hartford High
School students won the competition. On May 16, they will compete in the Northeast Regional
Tournament at Western New
England College in Springfield,
Mass. East Hartford's winning
team was made up of four seniors.
Their advisers are two East Hartford High mathematics teachers.
During the competition held •
at the Trinity campus, teams of
students from seven high schools
raced against the clock to develop
computer programs and solve a
variety of problems — such as
designing programs to compute
test averages and to determine the
ranks of different poker hands.
Placing second was the
Loomis Chaffee School team from
Windsor. Placing third was the
team from Bulkeley High School.
Also participating were students from Weaver High School,
East Granby High School, East

Trinity May Switch To Recycled Paper
In what may be a very progressive move price has fallen sharply. The monetary cost will be of equal quality and no more expensive
for the college, Trinity is considering a switch to the college of a switch would be a small than the non-recycled brands.
to primarily recycled paper for the 1990-1991 fraction of a single student's tuition. The
d ^ l f & l i i ^ h h college's main concern with the use of rejfwnlmaKe^Tnlnilyoneoi^fnoi: UTe ftrsti cycled paper has been potential problems
co/lege in New England to do so. At present with the paper in high speed and laser printthere are a number of colleges and universi- ers.
ties in New England where recycled paper is
However, a few brief calls to other
being used on a limited basis.
colleges has upheld manufacturer's claims
What has been proposed and what ad- of its high speed printing capability. The
ministrative officials have taken an interest print shop supervisor at the University of
in, isamorecomprehensivernove. Allmemos, Vermont stated that after using 100,000
flyers andTrinity letterhead will be printed on sheets in the last few months he found
recycled paper except where there has been a recycled paper to be "virtually identical" to
special request by a department or organiza- the normal bond paper that they also use.
tion not to do so.
Experts have indicated that society is
It is not clear at this time whether this will entering a crucial* time for the recycling
also apply to colored paper and all computer industry. If the demand for recycled paper
papers.
continues to rise as it is now doing, the cost
KJ. Park, the manager of central serv- of such paper will continue to fall due to
ices, has expressed a strong interest in using economies of scale.
recycled paper and will be primarily responAs long as institutions such as Trinity
sible for the logistics of such a move.
College are willing to put out a slightly
Recycled paper has improved dramati- more money and effort now, they will find
cally in quality in the last few years while its that within just a few years recycled paper

Catholic High School, and
Simsbury High School.
Though contests of this kind
have been held around the country, Trinity College organizers
believe the contest held at Trinity
was a first for Greatest Hartford.
"We decided to have the
Invitational Computer Contest
because we want .to encourage
academic types of competition,"
said Timothy Craine, director of
the Trinity College Mathematics
Center. Other organizers of the
event were Ralph Walde and Trinity senior Todd Coopee.
The Trinity College Incitational Computer Contest will be
held again next year and all high
schools in Greater Hartford will
be invited to participate.
Outstanding Opportunity
Campus Connection needs
ambitious students. Gain
great business experience,
earn up to $4000 and
powerhouse your resume
selling ad space for your
school's edition, extensive
training materials and
support provided. Sales
position and one editorail
Available. Call Robin or Jay
800-342-5118

is sponsoring

the First Annual Fun Fair for Kids

May 4

10 a.m. to 2p.m,

Local elementary school students
from all over Hartford will be
treated to games, events, and food the regular carnival crowd
Anyone interested in providing a
booth or just helping out contact
Kam Koochekzadeh or Jen Alabisio
in the Student activities office
297-2170

f STANLEY H. KAPLAN
.oft Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
Taking this Spring's exams for 1991 admissions?
Classes available for the student schedule.
236-6851
Scholarship aid available to those qualified.
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World & Nation
Devastation of Panama Requires More Attention
. -By Jen BarrWorld & Nation Writer
News from Panama has virtually disappeared from the headlines and the evening news as if
the U.S. invasion last December
had no long term repercussions.
In a premeditated attempt to justify this action, the propaganda
machine of the U.S. government
worked for many months to portray Manuel Noriega, a man who
has been on the CIA payroll since
the 1950's, as a monster. In actuality, the U.S. government has
wanted him removed from power
for many years. Since 1981, he
has been the president of a country containing 2.1 million people
and-12,000 U.S. troops.
In 1987, economic sanctions
imposed by "the U.S. government
resulted in the closing of all banks,
the crippling of most commerce,
and the creation of a black money
market. Because the currency of
Panama is the U.S. dollar, these
sanctions were particularly detrimental and practically strangled
the country. The U.S. government wanted to create enough
hunger and unrest so that Panamanians would overthrow Noriega. Since no substantial opposition was created, arid U.S. insurgents failed to oust Noriega in an
attempted coup, the U.S. government decided to utilize a tactic
which is common to U.S. -Panama relations. The U.S. had invaded Panama six times previous
to the 1990 invasion.

George Bush's first overt
military action as president appeared in our suburban homes as
a sugar coated endeavor to protect
democracy in our hemisphere.
With a low cost to the lives of U.S.
soldiers, the destruction to Panama was disregarded in the media
in order to maintain popular support. In reality, Panama City was,
bombed, beginning at 1 am, for 14
continuous hours. Two sections
of the city were targeted, both
extremely poorand predominantly
black and mestizo. This resulted
in 5,000 deaths and 20,000 homeless according to Panamanian
sources.
The U.S. government attempted to justify this action with
various explanations. It was first
of all, absolutely necessary in
orderto instill ademocracy. Ironically, Endara who was sworn in
on one of the fourteen military
bases in Panama, is a member of
the same political party which was
ousted in 1968 by a military coup
backed by the U.S. government.
Another justification was to maintain the continued operation of
the canal which, for the first time
since 1914, was closed the day of
the invasion. According to a treaty signed
in 1977 by Panama and the U.S.,
the canal will become the property of Panama on December 31,
1999. Another less known aspect
of the treaty is that on January 1,
1990, ten days after the invasion,
the canal would no longer enti rely
be under the control of the U.S. It

was supposed to change to five
U.S. personnel for every four
Panamanians. Obviously, the U.S.
government did not want this to
happen.
The invasion was also used
as a tool of intimidation directed
toward not only Columbia and
Nicaragua, but the rest of Latin
America as well. Theobjectiveof
U.S. foreign policy is to instill
enough fear in the people of our

"backyard" so that they will see
the light and follow the way of the
North: Corruption, Capitalism,
and Consumption.
Despite the end of economic
sanctions after the invasion, there
has been very little improvement
in the unemployment rate, currently at 45%. Inflation, homelessness, prostitution and theft
have all dramatically increased
since the invasion of this predomi-

Schools Need to Confront Rape
-By Matt DrinkwaterWorld & Nation Writer
Last week the Governor of
Wisconsin, Tommy G. Thompson
expressed a sentiment concerning the education of students about
date rape that indicates how far
the nation has to go on such questions as sexual assault and in fact,
education in general. The governor claimed he vetoed a bill that
would force public schools, three
times between grades one and
twelve, to instruct the students
"on how to recognize and prevent
assault" on the grounds that
younger children do not need to
hear these lessons.
Many find this an altogether
reasonable assumption on the part
of the governor. After all, as he
put it, "I didn't know these students dated." Why should students be forced to deal with issues
they won't really face for another
six or seven years?

Such questions are missing
the point. Few will argue that a
first -grade classroom is the appropriate setting for a graphic
description of sexual assault. But
fewer still will argue that children, at the youngest age possible, do not need to be taught
about respect for oneself and
others. And what rape seems to be
most of all is a lack of respect for
another person's body and dignity.
Why has the rate of forcible
rape increased over 34% from
1978 to 1987?.Why are more
women than ever raped on dates?
The answer must be attributable
in some ways to the general decline in consideration for others.
This much is evident: in many
manifestations, apathy has swept
the country since the 1970's. But
less obvious, and far worse, is the
spread of disregard for other
people that one comes into immediate contact with. Fear and igno-

Gorbachev's Actions Are Justified
-By Phil GrahamWorld & Nation Writer

Last week Gorbachev took
steps that caused great anger in
the West. Many urged a strong
American response to his actions.
When the situation is analyzed it
becomes clear that Gorbachev is
acting with the utmost caution
and propriety. While the 1940
annexation is far from acceptable
or legal from the standpoint of
international law, it is a fait
d'accompli. By signing the 1975
Helsinki
accords
which

Calls for a strong show of
United States support for the
Lithuanian insurgents are both
foolhardy and premature. These
demands are made on the basis of
Cold War assumptions. Many
analysts have argued that Lithuania is a captive nation under the
imperialist yoke of the Soviet
Union, and therefore, we should
show solidarity with the Lithuanians against our foes. In the
postCold War era, considerations
other than geopolitical power
-By Bill Ghentplays should guide our foreign
World & Nation Writer
policy decisions. Gorbachev has
stated that Lithuania, and the other
Years ago, we watched as
"semi-autonomous" republics Coca-Cola unveiled its "cola war"
have a right to secede from the commercial featuring the imitaSoviet Union. He has affirmed tion Soviet dictator shouting to
this right, but does not accept the the people of his Country that "we
Lithuanian's unilateral declaration have a new friend", or words to
of secession.
that effect. As we proud, AmeriIt is in the United States, and can capitalists watched this specthe rest of the world's, best inter- tacle, there seems to be little doubt
ests that Gorbachev remain in that one could not feel the warm
power. If he appears to his coun- sincerity of our American based
trymen as the leader who who is products as they battled down the
presiding over the forceful disso- walls of communism to break
lution of the Soviet Union, it is through to the deserving Soviet
hardly likely that he will remain population. Well, it seems that
in power for long. Although it Mr. Gorbachev wants a bigger
appears that this will actually be taste of cola or American capitalthe case, it is extremely important ism, as he recently allowed Pepfor the stability of the Soviet sico to sign a three billion dollar
Union, and hence the global bal- deal with his country.
ance of power, that this period of
This deal is the biggest ever
change at least appear to be the between an American corporaresult of negotiations rather than tion and the Soviet Union. In 1974
of force. The United States can , Pepsi was first sold to the grateaid this peaceful process by urg-. ful Soviets, taking out its profits
ing the Lithuanians to go the more in the form of vodka, Stolichnaya,
cautious route that the Estonians which is then sold by a third party
appear to be following.
in America. The new deal incor-

nantly Catholic country four days
before Christmas. The $2 billion
worth of damage wrought by the
U.S. military has yet to be reconciled by the U.S. government.
President Endara recently
went on a hunger strike demandingthe$l billion promisedby our
government, but in a display of
his commitment and credibility ,
he gave up the strike because of
health reasons.

guarantees all borders of Europe,
the United States tacitly approved
of the Soviet Union's actions. This
is not the time to reverse our
position. Gorbachev is acting
exactly as we would in the same
situation. The Soviet Union built
the industrial base of Lithuania,
Lithuania depends on the Soviets
for all of its oil and gas. By
cutting the energy supplies, Gorbachev has peacefully reminded
the Lithuanians thatthe are hardly

in the position to upset the global
balance of power.
If the situation was reversed
and the American territory of
Guam declared succession, the
United States would hardly accept it and leave the Guamanians
with millions of dollars in American investments, much less would
we continue to ship supplies to the
territory in rebellion. The Soviet
Union does not hold the mondp-

Pepsi Ventures into USSR
porates the Soviet willingness to
trade at least ten freighters and
tankers, valued at about three
hundred million dollars. Even
better, Pepsico will be able to
double its Soviet market and make
it available virtually nation-wide
in aluminum cans and plastic
bottles, (It is now distributed in
un-handy glass bottles.)
Aside from the strangeness
this deal takes on, it does have
serious ramifications. First of all,
it can be seen as a major opportunity for Gorbachev to show his
sincerity of delivering more consumer products to the Soviet
people, a direct result of his
glasnost policy. More importantly
for Western countries is to see the
success which Pepsico has with
this new and improved venture. If
Pepsico prospers from the increased distribution of its softdrinks, other Western firms will
no doubt go after the 287 million
people in the Soviet Union.
Pepsico's sales last year totaled more than 15 billion dollars,
making it one of the largest consumer-product firms in the entire
world. Aside from its array of

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 7UP, and other
soft drinks, Pepsi also owns Kentucky Fried Chicken, Pizza Hut,
and Doritos tortilla chips. " This
deal is going to make the Soviet
Union a very big market for us,"
said John Swanhaus, president of
Pepsico's Wines and Spirits subsidiary. At current standings,
annual Soviet consumption of
Pepsi is equal to that of Orlando,
Florida, a metropolitan area of
about one million people.
As the doors open to Americans, there is little doubt that the
Soviet Union will turnintoa breeding ground for consumer-product
companies: Their one restriction
now is the availability of hard
currency in the Eastern European
nations. As does everything nowa-days, however, that barrier will
probably fall, too, and the influx
of the " red, white, and blue"
products (Pepsico's so easily recognizable colors) will filter
throughout even more parts of the
world. Just one question, though
— why couldn't it have been
Coca-cola? You know, just for
the taste of it.

ranee seem to have replaced kindness and interest in the stranger.
One may reply to this, even if
there did exist a widespread lack
of respect, isn't it the responsibility of the parents to instill proper
values in the child? Under the best
of times, the answer would be
yes; unfortunately these are not
the best of times. In this day and
age, wkh both parents most likely
working(making the precarious
assumption that the child lives
with both mother and father), these
vital ethical issues continue to be
lost in the shuffle. The one place
children may actual learn such
morals may have to be where they
spend thirty hours a week: the
schoolhouse.
As educators are rapidly discovering, school cannot remain a
place where kids only learn the
three "R's". In today's society, by
twelfth grade, students should not
' only know .basic skiJJs but ajso
have experience in computers, an
adequate knowledge about their
own bodies, including proper
nutrition and exercise, and some
public speaking abilities. But one
can be a straight-A student and
still be a rapist or be raped. As in
so many other instances, the best
solution here is prevention. And
the best prevention must be for
young children to come to respect
others as human beings, each with
his or her own inherent dignity.
This is the true, ultimate aim of
the Wisconsin bill, which the
governor has regarded as inappropriate for youngsters. On the
contrary, now more than ever,
children need to confront such
issues with a solid moral upbringing to guide them. It is only
through increased awareness and
understanding that people can
solve any problem, no matter how
formidable, and if the government
of this country is truly concerned
with such problems as rape, it
must begin by educating it citizens.

Opinionated?
Something
on you.r
mind?
Chip on your
shoulder?
Write for
World and
Nation
American Red Gross
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Features
The Senior Survey- Questions They Should Have Asked

Why A
Duck?
S T E VE
-\R\

..as Basb-a-State
continues...

Pennsylvania
Sux-5000
I don't understand it. I just
don't. I went out of my way in
hate
rtrwp

i3nipi> once again. I figured that
if I picked on and enure state
full of people, at least one of the
residents would have the selfimportance to write me and tell
me what a scumbag I am.
But no. The only response
I got came m the way of a
comment from Arts Editor Nicole Moretti who said of my
attack on Rhode Island: "I think
you have some deep psychological problems You have a
fixation with siruJl things." A
great insult, but nevertheless,
not actual hate mail.
So I'm moving up in stare
size. This week, wearegomgto
poke fun of Pennsylvania. All
of you Main-Lmeis wake up.
Break out those pencils and
papers and prepare to respond
to rhis uncalled-for attack on
your home suite.
Pennsylvania was founded
by William Sylvania in the 17th
cenlurj. He was honoied by his
dim-witted fellow cili/ens. who
placed him on top of a building
in Philadelphia. He is still there
today..
Pittsburgh ("the most aptly
named city in America) is most
noted for being the hub city foi
US Air. The Steclers haven't
had a good season since the
1970's.
Philadelphia is home to the
Phillies, the Eagles, AND the
Flyers. I don't think I have to
say any more.
Pennsylvania has the highest rate of infant mortality in the
Northeast.
Their license plates read—
get this -"You've Got a Friend
in Pennsylvania." Dorks.
Sports Editor Hat Keanc
callsPcnuslyvania home. They
even let him stay there when
school's out.
Is thatenough?Uet's hear
it from you PA folks!
NEXT WEEK: We Bash
Maryland.

A

I should begin by saying that if you aren't a Senior, you'll
probably miss the point of this article, but I'll bring you up to
date. Last week, the Dean of the Faculty passed out a survey to
all Seniors. The Seniors had to respond to a number of silly
questions along the lines of "I will look back on my college years
with a) lots of ambivalence b) some ambivalence c) wondering
what the heck "ambivalence" means or d) a Bud in one hand
and a babe in the other." Needless to say, no Senior in his right mind would really
want to waste their time working on this project. But, there's
the catch: if we don't fill in the survey WE DON'T GRADUATE!
Evidentially, we have to bring the completed survey to 73
Vernon Street on April 23rd between the hours of 2:15 p.m. and
2:17 p.m. and they will, in exchange, give us our "graduation
packet." This packet presumably contains valuable graduation
tools like tickets, caps, gowns and a list of lies to tell your fellow
classmates ("Oh, yeah, I'll write to you," "Look me up
sometime," "No that wasn't me, that was someone else," etc.)
I am looking forward to graduation, but I definitely have
better .things to do than worry about missing it because I didn't
fill in this silly set of personal questions. They even make us put
our Social Security number on it so they can find us in the years
to come and infringe on our personal freedoms.
So, if the Dean of the Faculty wants us to bother with this
damn thing, the least she could do is ask some questions that are
slightly more relevant. Of course, I've come up with my own
survey and I would appreciate the Seniors filling this one in and
sending it to the Dean of the Faculty:
1. On the average, I get rip roarin' drunk and wake up my
neighbors: a) Every goddamn night, Dude! b) Only once a
week, but it's because my coach told us not to drink Every

goddamn night, Dude! c) To impress the chicks, d) Because
those wusses go to sleep before 4 a.m.
2.1 will protest: a) increases in the school's tuition even
though my parents pay it. b) so I can get on Channel 30. c) every
speaker who comes to this school, d) The Wesleyan firebombing
incident with a candlelight vigil.
3. In the four years I have been here, I have learned that
a) I can do four shots of Grain and power vomit on the Bishop.
b) Most professors use the same exams for several years. c)I can
make tons of excuses about why my paper is late. d)The
weekend starts on Wednesday.
4. Things I would like to see changed at Trinity: a) An end
to classes, b) A bookstore actually contaminated by books, c)
Midnight pornos at Cinestudio. d) More Spandex!
5. I would recommend this school a) To people with a
tremendous sense of humor, b) To convicted felons, c) To
people with $21,000 bucks, d) NOT.
Of course these are just a sample of the many practical
things the school could ask. My favorite real question, without
a doubt, is the one where they ask us to name three Seniors for
whom we have the most respect. What possible reason could
they have for asking this question? Are they going to give an
award at Graduation to the Seniors Most Highly Respected?
What constitutes respect? Someone who'll loan you beer
money? The person to whom you lost your virginity?
If the college has to ask the class of 1990 what is wrong
with Trinity, they are in deeper doo-doo than we could fathom.
Ask us what's wrong with the food, and we're experts. Ask us
anything else, and you're going to get mostly lies. Especially
from Rhode Islanders.
We're Features. We're here to help.

War of the Spouses...Who Needs It?
By John Tranchina • Features Writer
After seeing the movie War with Donald already having so to think of it one of those argu- married in the first place.
he Roses at Cinestudio this much money, it was a kind of ments mi ght make the whole thing
But what about couples very
end, my long-standing fears safeguard (which apparently is a whole lot easier to begin with.
much in love, like the Roses in the
about marriage were intensified. now useless anyway).
And
I wonder what the percent- movie? They had a "fairy tale"
To put it simply, what a bleak and besides, how do you think couples age is of marriages beginning with marriage for the first few years,
hopeless picture of matrimony that deciding on a pre-nuptial agree- pre-nuptial agreements that actu- but eventually all the glitter wore
movie paints! Neither Michael ment negotiate? That would be a ally end in divorce. I bet it's off. What causes that to happen?
Douglas nor Kathleen Turner pretty touchy subject to begin pretty high - you know, like akind
Who knows? Love is such a
comes out the winner in their with, but the kind of arguments of self-fulfilling prophecy. If a tricky game, I guess you can never
divorce proceedings - in fact they that might arise could be the kind couple is even thinking that one be completely sure. I just hope
both end up dead. Is there no that would eventually end the day they might get a divorce, then my future marriage doesn't end
happiness in marriage?
marriage in the first place. Come maybe they shouldn't be getting up like the Roses'.
What could cause a couple
that lives together in relative
happiness for a good length of
time to become so bitterly opCtAOM, LETS GO OUTSIDE AND GO OUT A UttLE B\T, AND KEMJf? NDYt,
THAGS FOR TOE
TO S * I E CATCUES BEFORE
posed, even to hate each other? I
I ' U U\T t W A GWftTOER.
BE SIRE TO RUN
SOMETIMES W E TIB,'DAD.'
DINNER, OK? A LITHE PRACTICE
always believed thatlove and hate
BALL BXWCES FIDE VH NODE
UP TO WE BALL.
Ytlli. MM& t U MORE CPNHOEN
UP LIKE WAT, ANO WD ID IH
PONT JUST
were very closely related emo_. TOMORROW M
SIGN'UP FOR
LET IT SOU.
ICE SO THEM
tions, but still... in the words of
1
RECESS.
THIS? I SHOULD T O W .
CAN SEW \P
Danny DeVito "We evolvedfrom
JUST WCME.
mud. And after 3.8 billion years
I HATE THESE
SWHER.-SOW
of evolution, at the core of huTHINGS.
mans is still mud. No one could
be a divorce lawyer and dispute
that..."
I guess with the demise of the
6 1 9 9 0 Universal Press Syndicate _
relationship, both Michael
Douglas and Kathleen Turner
wanted to come out of it with as
GO6DNEK,, WHAT A GROUNDER
I'B NoO Y STT STILL SO
I GUESS VIE CAN R > K E T
WKPK."
HAPPENED?/100 BOUNCED UP
much as possible. After enduring
PLANIG
THE BLEEDING
WAGING A (A1LUC>HA\RE
fff
ODE
W
WERE ONtf OJT WO HIT C A M
all the emotional pain caused by
BAOEBALL \ CAN STOP, OK? BASEBALL PLANER SUPPORT
ID
U
THESE A MINUTE! IN THE NOSE.
EODS MORt!
US'tN OUR OLD ACE.
J
the other, they then wanted to be
HEBBER ASMH
t JBBK. /
v^—— >.
compensated materially. BasiI HADE IT.' ,
^ ^1K T T IJEAR.'T ALL B<
cally, it all boils down to greed.
J j - X ^,—1 CHABWKR
^-—S
Which is understandable...! guess.
f^V^
1
IDDR\m6
Speaking of greed...what
|
^
about Ivana Trump's attempt to
get half of Donald's fortune?
That's one of the most blatant
displays of undeniable greediness
otMOUnMraalPinsSvn
I've seen. She signed a pre-nuptial agreement which entitled her
IT FINALtt STOWED
WW W U E UFE \S A,
XOUR NOSE IS
to a certain amount if the Trumps
IF SOU SHORE, ITS
DISASTER. I SET UiMREP
PRDBA8LS ALL ( «SNRKK* 1'tA TILTW&
N\CETO
BLEEDING, r
got a divorce, and now that they
JUST
TPXIN&
TO
LEARH
TUt
CLOGGED V)P V © H , W ( ? TttE BED 3 3 HNfe A.
GUESS TMM MEMS
are in the midst of one, she goes
S
K
U
i
S
IT
TAKE
TO
P
U
S
'NOW, HUH?
R0LL.CMT SYMPATHETIC
rLL.HWE.TOGO
and decides that she wants more
fc GAME 1 DOW EVEN
TUE WND0W.. FRIEND TO
TOSQtoU
-,
WANT
TO
PUS.'
money. It doesn't matter that
TMK'TO.
TOMORROW.
she's already getting a ridiculous
amount of money, but no, she
"needs" even more.
The whole idea of a prenuptial agreement makes me
cringe. When I get married, I
would think that the issue of "I low
much do 1 get?" would be the
furthest thing from one's mind. I
Calvin and Hobbes is published courtesy of the Hartford Courant
guess in the case of the Trumps,

Calvin & Hobbes

By Bill Watterson
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Mean? No, They Just Have New York Pride

You residents of rustic,
tractor-intensive regions such
as Ohio will be pleased to hear
that New York City has
decided to become polite.
Really. There's a new outfit
called New York Pride, which
is attempting to get New
Yorkers to at least pretend that
they don't hate everybody.
This program resulted from a
survey in which researchers
asked tourists how come they
didn't want to come back to
New York, and the tourists
said it was because there was
so much mean-spiritedness.
So the researchers spat on
them.
No, seriously, I think
New York is very sincere about
this. I was in the city recently,
and right off the bat I noted
that the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Taxi Driver who took me to
the
hotel
was very
thoughtfully
allowing
pedestrians as much as .3
nanoseconds to get out of his
way, which many of them
graciously did even though a
taxi does not, technically, have
the right-of-way on the
sidewalk. The driver was also
careful to observe the strict
New York City Vehicle Horn
Code, under which it is illegal
to honk your horn except to
communicate one of the
following
emergency
messages:
1. The light is green.
. 2.The light isred:- <
3.1 hate you.
4. This vehicle is
equipped with a horn.
Even very late at night,
when there were probably
only a few dozen vehicles still
operating in the entire city,
they'd all gather under my

hotel window every few
minutes to exchange these vital
communications.
Another example of
politeness I noticed was that
nobody ridiculed my clothes.
Everybody in New York,
including
police
horses,
dresses
fashionably, and
whenever I'm there,
even in my sharpest
funeral-quality suit
with no visible
ketchup stains, I feel
as though I'm wearing
a Hefty trash bag. Anc
it's LAST YEAR'S
Hefty trash bag.
On this trip I
also became paranoid
about my haircut.
After 20 years of
having the same
haircut, I recently got
a more modernistic
style that's a little
longer in the back, and
I was feeling like one
hep "dude" until I got
to New York, where
the fashionable guys
all had haircuts in
which the hair is real
long on top, but
abruptly stops halfway down
the head, forming a dramatic
Ledge of Hair that depressed
lice could commit suicide by
' imping from. Nobody has
ad my haircut in New York
since 1978. Pigeons were
coming from as far away as
Staten- Island to void
themselves on it. But the New
Yorkers themselves politely
said nothing.
Aside from this courtesy
epidemic, the other big story
in New York is that — get

C
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performing the vital function
that it was established to
perform in this troubled,
turmoil-filled world, namely,
hold receptions.
In fact, using the
advanced
journalism
technique of having a friend
give me his invitation, I was
able to get into a reception
hosted by theU.S. ambassador,
who is, in my candid
assessment, a tall man named
"Tom" with a lot of armed
guards. After shaking hands

By Bill Watterson

I SEE W R E V
- > W R E mow THAT sms
BR\UG\NG A ( HEAU, DOHT DOHT UWE T ° PUT UP WIT
GUXiE. TODAS. V REVUHO WE. THISUONSENSE:. IF A
DIDKW S\SH V - - 1 I
- ' SKL 0OESHT WANT TD
PIAS SPORTS, THAT'S CLHE
UPfORRECSS
V

ME. LOCKJAW?
I'MCAUIH.
ItV SUPPOSED
TO BE OH
TEAM FWE NOH,

BUT IF A, GVY DoKHT
UK AFTERNOONS CHAStNG5C*AE STUPID BAU-, HE'S
CAUEP A VMMP.' fOU GIRIS
- _ UANE IT EAST.' _ _

/,

0W1S.WBE
TUEOHtWUO
SIGNED UP LATE.
HVM..OVC,XCM
GO PLAT LEFT
FIELD.

LEFT FIELD.
OK, I WSM
TviAT. LETS
SEE, IT- I'M

HAND, BOYS
AREHt EWEOED
TO SPEND THEIR
UVES 2 0 POUNDS
UNDERWEVSHT

T W WAS.
PLM PEEP
LEFT FIELD.

AOVWtf, I SUPPOSE TWATS
I THINK BASEBALL t5 THE
JUST fs WELL, i OOKT mow
MOST BORINS GAME \H THE
m$S).
IWE BEEH STANDING WHAT BASE'TO THKM'TO
OUT HBRE IK DEEP LETT FIELD AHSWAS. IH FWI, I'M MOT
ENEN SURE I
ALL TWS TIME, AW NOT ATHKT FAR.
SINGLE BALL WHS CDVIE
OUT HERE.'
/

UE1, WWS'EVERtCStlE
ARE PEOPLE SW1CHIH&
T E W S , OPsHWT? "WE
GUVS AT BW ARE-NOW
HERB.'
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I decided that, since I
was there, I might as well use
proven journalism techniques
" *out if any World
* "'""
to find
Events
were going on. So I conducted
the following interview with a
person standing next to me:
ME: So! Who are you?
PERSON:
I'm a
(something about economics)
from (some country that
sounded like "Insomnia").
ME: Ah! And how are
things there?
PERSON: Better.
ME: Ah! (Pause.) What
continent is that in, again?
Unfortunately at that point the
person had to edge away, but
nevertheless I had what we
journalists call the "main
thrust" of the story, namely:
Things are better in Insomnia.
It was definitely a load off my
mind, and as I walked out into
the brisk New York evening, I
experienced a sense of
renewed hope, which was
diminished only slightly by the
knowledge that taxis had been
sighted in the area, and I would
never make it back to the hotel
alive.
©1990 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.

90 Gift Givers
The Senior Cla:>s Gift Committee would Vrite lo thank tlie
following people for their donations towards the Senior Class
Gift.
John Anderson
Lynn Aneiro
Anne Bennett
Timothy Birnschein
Stephen Blodgett
Mary Boroughs
David Breault
Andre Buffonge
Cynthia Bums
Timothy Callahan
Suzanne Carroll
Laura Carter
Wendy Clapp
Todd Coopee
Dave Copland
Kris Cummings
Rita Danao
Suzanne Davidson
Mark Denu
Linda Dipaolo
Wendy Dunn
Charlene English
Alexandra Ewert
Lydia Faulkner
Lynn Frascione
Brett Gering
Deborah Glew
Amy Gordon
Joelle Greene
Elizabeth Hale
Elizabeth Hines
Ngoc Dung Ho
Sue Honychurch
Christine Hull
Andy Jen
AlanaJeydel

Steve Kemler
Kamran Koochekzadeh
Edward Kupa
Colette Logan
Eric Lorenzini
Katherine McCaulay
Mary E. Madarasz
Louis Martin
Cara Matthews
Lindsay McNair
SaraMoorin
Deidre Nickerson
Shannon O'Brien
Alix Ogden
Michael Pangan
Pricisilla Paulin
Julia Power
Nicole Presber
Jeff Proulx
Sara Rafle
Thomas Robinson
Matthew Rodriguez
Gabin Rubin
Aaron Sobel
Heather Stewart
Anne Stuart
Pheobe Sylvester
Caroline Thall
William Thimes
Mary Verbeck
Vanessa Vogelsberg
Sophia Wadsworth
Corinne Walsh .
Angela Wolf
Sabina Yagar
Karen Zeltzer

To show our appreciation to Trinity, the Class of 1990
will give two gifts to the college. As in past years, we will be
making a contribution to the Senior Class Scholarship, a fund
created by the Class of 1982 to assist a rising senior in need
of financial aid for the first time. Our second gift will be the
purchase of permanent recycling containers for all major
buildings and offices on campus. This gift seems most
appropriate as it indicates our concern and willingness to help
the environment.
-

a
I'W SURE SOWSCHE
V)OV)LD TEU. M£ IF I WAS
SUPPOSES TO K . 0OWSAHHTWU& DIFFERENT

•I ,'• h

(

with Tom, I proceeded into
the reception area, which was
filled with representatives of
nations large and small, rich
and poor, from all over the
world; and although I
sometimes tend to be cynical,
I could not help but be
deeply moved, as a
journalist and a human
being, being, by thefact
that some of these
people had haircuts
EVEN WORSE THAN
MINE. This was
particularly true of the'
Eastern Bloc men, who
looked as if they
received their haircuts
from the Motherland
via fax machine.
But
the
important thing was,
everyone had a good
time. People would
arrive filled with
international tension,
but after several drinks
and a couple of pounds
of shrimp, they'd
mellow right out,
ready to continue the
vital U.N. work of
going to the next
reception.

Dave Barry

Calvin & Hobbes

BASEBALL?

ready for a Flash Bulletin —
the United Nations STILL
EXISTS. Yes! Like you, I
thoughtthattheU.N.hadbeen
converted
to
luxury
condominiums years ago, but
in fact it's still there,

J

Members of the Gift Committee shouldbe contacting remaining Seniors, in the next two weeks. All contributions
should be sent to the Development Office c/o the Senior Class
Gift. Checks should be made payable to the "Trustees of
Trinity College".
;
.
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Announcements
through Thursday, May 31 —
"Artists' Books by Women: From
Flip Books to Photography."
Watkinson Library, A Floor, Trinity College Library. Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m. and Saturdaysfrom 9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when the College is in session. Free admission.
through Monday, April 30 —
"Trinity Women Painters: Color
and Conflict." Exhibit of artwork
by women alumnaeofTrinity Col-

lege: Susan Coe Brown, Deborah
Jones Buck, Ellen Burchenal,
Susan Hoffman Fishman, Wendy
Kershner Hasson, Lois Ordway
and Christian Quell. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center. Free
admission. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
Also, a reception will be held on
Saturday, April 28 from 5:30p.m.
to 7:00 p.m. in the gallery. Exhibition is displayed in conjunction
with Twenty Years of Coeducation at Trinity: Women Making a
Difference.
throughTuesday, May 1 —Paint-

CONGRmimNS
CQWtGMDUm
THieGiachiate
L E A S E

P R O G R A M

ings by Wandy Mothudi, a Trinity College sophomore from South
Africa. Mather Hall Artspace. 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. Free admission.
The lunch series lecture will be
given by Milla Riggio titled
"Christ as a Woman? The implication of the Feminine Christ." It
will be on Thursday April 26 in
the Women's Center at 12:15 pm.
The Philosophy Departmentpresents "The Geneology of J.S. Mill's
Logic" by Professor Miller
Brown, Trinity College. The
lecture will be held Thursday,
April 26 at the 70 Vernon Street
lounge at 4:15 pm.
The Philosophy Department will
also present "The Animal-In-TheText: Fables and Literary Origins" by Professor Berel Lang,
SUNY Albany on Thursday, May
3. The lecture will take place in
Seabury 9-17 at 4:15 pm. Please
come! All invited!
Thursday, April 26 — Problems
in Latin America will be discussed
at the Annual Mead Lecture in
Political Science by Professor of
Political Science Albert Gastmann
and Trinity alumnus who is an
international economic adviser
Scott MacDonald. 4 pm at Goodwin Theater. Reception to follow

I AUTO LEASING, INC.
V* U O M m Mok« ond Motto*

700 Connectlcul Blvd.. East Harttad. CX 06106
JOHN

COLLINS

203/282-0865

A special program designed to get
graduating seniors their first wheels.

YALE

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

If you are a college
undergraduate or a qualified
adult, sendforyourfr.ee
information and application
to:
YALE UNIVERSITY

YALE SUMMER AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
"53 Wall Street—Dept. CP1
P.O. BOX 2145
NEW "HAVEN, CT 06520
(203) 432-2430

Thursday, April 26 — "Working
as Writers: The Experience of
Two Trinity Women" by two
alumnae: Joanna Scott, author of
the novel "The Closest Possible
Union"; and Elizabeth Egloff,
poet and playwright. 4 pm in the
Koeppel Student Center.
Thursday, April 26 —"Saturday
Night Love and After: Television
Comedy and the Media" by Mary
Salter, television producer and
Trinity College alumna. 4:15 pm
inSeabury9-17. Part of the Henry
M. Fuller Endowment in Fine
Arts Spring Lecture Series.
Thursday, April 26 — "The Use
of NMR Techniques in the Study
of Staphylococcal Nuclease" by
Sue Stancyk, a Trinity College
alumna. 4:30 pm in Room 210,
Clement Building. Part of the
Women in Chemistry Symposiu
MISCELLANEOUS
Tuesday, April 24 — "The Intifada, theU.S. and the Middle East
Peace Process," a panel discussion. 7:30 p.m. J.L, Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center. Free
admission.
There will be a support group for

victims of sexual assault in the
Women's Center at 9:30 pm on
Tuesday night. All are welcome.
The William Cotter Congresional
Internship Fund, established in
memory of William R. Cotter,
Trinity '49, provides a stipend for
students doing internships in the
offices of any United States Senator or Representative. Preferences
is given to internships with Connecticut Senators and Representatives and to legislative interns in
Washington DC. If you are planning such an internship this summer, you may be nominated to
receive some financial support this
fund. Please notify the Internship
Coordinator by May 2 if you
expect to apply for a stipend.
MUSIC
Friday, April 27 and Saturday,
April 28 — "Music in a Gothic
Space," the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Michael
Lankaster. 8 p.m. Chapel. For
tickets, call 246-8742. Cosponsored by Hartford Symphony
Orchestra and Trinity College.
Friday, April 27 — "Music of
Amy Cheney Beach — The First
Great American Woman Composer." 8pminHamlinHall. Part
of a series of events marking 20
years of coeducation at Trinity.
Performers include:
Naomi
Amos, Peter Harvey, Barbara
Pierce, Myron Schwager and
Sheila Reid.
Saturday, April 28 — A Spring
Carillon Concert will be performed on the Trinity. College
Chapel carillon by Cheryl Giammusso, a senior from Andover,
Mass. 4 pm on the Quad. Sponsored by the Trinity Guild of
Carillonneurs.
Attention:
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME!
$32,000/year income potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. T-8408

Attention:
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES
from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide.
(1) 602-838-8885
E xt. A 8408

Attention;
EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME!
$32,000/year income
potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. T-8408

Attention:
HIRING!
Government jobs your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R 8404.

Attention:
Government Homes
from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property,
Repossessions. Call
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. GH 8408

Attention;
POSTAL JOBS'!
Start $11.4l/hour!
For application info call
(1) 602-838-8885
E xt. M- 8408,
6 a.m. - 10 p.m., 7 days

Attention:
EARN MONEY
" WATCHING TV!
$32,000/year income
potential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. TV 8408

Attention:
EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products
at home. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885
Ext. W 8408

Get Involved in the 4th Annual

unger
Clean-Up
Sunday, April 29 12-4 p.m.
Be part of a long-standing tradition of
community service with your group.

Money and pledges are due today
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Arts
Honoring Trinity's Women Artists
A reception to honor women
artists whose work is on display at
Trinity College will be held on
Saturday, April 28 from 5:30-7
p.m. in the Austin Arts Center.
The public is invited to attend.
Admission is free.
The exhibit entitled "Trinity
Women Painters: Color and Conflict" can be seen daily from 1 -5
p.m. through Monday, April 30.
The show, which is part of a
series of events titled "Twenty
Years of Coeducation at Trinity:
Women Making a Difference,"
includes artwork by Trinity College alumnae: Susan Coe Brown
of Ct.; Deborah Jones Buck of
N.Y.; Ellen Burchenal of Md.;
Susan Hoffman Fishman of Ct.;
Wendy Kershner Hasson of N.J.;
Lois Ordway of Md.; and Tina
Quell of Ct.
"These artists represent a

wide spectrum of artisitic concerns and approaches; they are
linked only by the intensity of
their work," said Patricia Reville,
exhibition curator. "Deborah
Jones Buck's florid, expressionistic, life-sized portraits are of
women ravaged by their efforts to
stay within the limits of the stereotypes that define them. At the
. other extreme, Susan Coe Brown
exhibits masterful control of of
her watercolors when rendering
plant life.
"Lois Ordway takes a poke at
the Madonna as a symbol of
womanhood; in one painting, the
Madonna sits in front of the television with a bowl of popcorn in
herlap,"Revillesaid. "TinaQuell,
in her large works on paper, and
Wendy Kershner Hasson, in her
monoprints, explore non-objective imagery and the impact of

their media.
"Both Susan Hoffman Fishman and Ellen Burchenal concentrate their efforts in between the
objective and the abstract," Reville
explained. "Ellen Burchenal has
evolved a personal pictorial vocabulary that is sometimes whimsical and sometimes ominous. Her
abstract figures are cartoon-like
and, at the same time, look almost
machine-made.
"Susan Hoffman Fishman
also has evolved her own symbolic vocabulary," added Reville.
"She weaves this into her largescale cancases alongside imagery
from the media to create dynamic
commentaries on social and political issues. In 'Berlin Wall,' the
artist combines visual information to evoke both the promise
and the threat that German reunification poses."

Community Orchestra Fills Goodwin
Performance Celebrates Co-Education
paniment of strings and flutes
while showcasing Pugh'si's talent
with the woodwind.
The next performer was
Margaret Watters '90, who played
Men had walked 'neath the the violin solo for the Mozart
Elms exclusively at Trinity for selection "Violin Concerto #3.
over 120 years. Their impact on Her solo incorporated the quick
this campus is well-known and moving sounds of Mozart along
with the background players dewell-documented.
The implementation of co- lighted the large crowd gathered
education on the campus in 1970 at the Goodwin Theater of the
has also made a profound impaet Austin Arts Center.
on Trinity's history. The celebraKimberly Mugford '92 was
tion of co-education at Trinity the next to perform. She sang
continued last Saturday night with soprano for Mozart's "Alleluia."
the Trinity College Community Her resounding voice impressed
Orchestra giving its Spring Con- all in attendance. The five minute
cert. Five women soloists high- performance allowed Mugford the
lighted the program, which irj- opportunity to display the range
cluded selections from Mozaii, of her voice.
Chaminade, and Beethoven.
After a brief intermission, the
Each of the five pieces high- concert resumed with a flute solo
lighted a separate instrument. The from Courtney Cimilluca '90
first three selections were taken taken from Chaminade's "Confrom Mozart. The first to play certino." Her stirring performwas Mary Jo Puglisi ^92. She ance drew two curtain calls from
played the solo for "The Clarinet the audience.
The final performer was
Concerto." The fifteen minute
program incorporated an accom- Angelica Han',90, who performed
-By Richard PrinceRochester Times-Union

First Asian Film Fest
Deemed Successful

a piano solo from Beethoven's
"Piano Concerto #1." Her performance, buffeted by the entire
Orchestra, proved to be a fine
ending to what was an exceptional evening of music.
The Orchestra concert was
one of a series of events planned
to celebrate the twentyu years of
co-education at Trinity. It showcased the talent of five women
and delighted the large crowd in
the Goodwin Theater.

Jr. Class
Committee
We need help!

Box 352

TONIGHT
Lucie Therrien
This French-Canadian singer and composer will be performing "La Musique I", a concert/lecture performance on
the origin of French Quebec music. Washington Room.
7:30 p.m. FREEH
4/26-4/29
Aunt Dan & Lemon
The Department of Theatre and Dance presents this Wallace Shawn play directed by Josh Karter. Austin Arts
Center (very limited seating—reserve tickets now) Thurs.
at 8 p.m.; Fri. and Sat. at 7:30 and 10 p.m/; Sun. at 2 p.m.
This play is not recommended for children. .
4/26
Joanna Scott and Elizabeth Egloff
Two Trinity alums, Scott '83, a novelist, and Egloff 75, a
playwright and poet, will return to Trinity to read a short
selection from their work and talk about their lives as
writers since graduating from Trinity. Koeppel Student
Center. 4 p.m. FREE!!
thru 5/1
Echoes
Paintings by Wandy Mothudi '92. Mather Hall Artspace.
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily. FREE!!
4/29
Songs of the Earth
Ukranian folk songs and sacred music performed by the
Dibrova Ukranian Choir, a Hartford-based group directed
by Alex Kuzma of Hartford. Benefit performance for the
Children of Chernobyl Relief Fund. Trinity College
Chapel. 2:30 p.m. General admission: $10; students: $5.
Tix available at door.
Don't'forget about the Sunday Evening Event Series in
the Koeppel Student Center!! This week, a theater-dance
performance at 7 p.m. FREE!!

Vie Department of Ifteatre and Dance
presents

Aunt Dan
and Lemon

Low Attendance, High Rating
were let off on a three year probatio and a $3000 fine. The discussion which followed with Dean
Mary Rosenstock focused on the
In an attempt to promote failure of the American judicial
Asian awareness at Trinity, the system and racial issues.
first annual Asian Film Festival
Witht he newly elected offiwas kicked off by A.S.I.A. in cers, A.S.I.A. will continue to
conjunction with the Chinese sponsor events that will ultirnately
Cultural Program and the Area exposet he campus to Asian culStudies Dept.
tures and issues affecting AsianDesptie the overall low at- Americans. Currently, A.S.I.A.
tendance, the documentary on the is tentatively planning Asian
1982 Vincent Chin murder, titled Awareness Month in the fall of
"Adopted Son: Who Killed Vin- 1990. The month will bring a host
cent Chin?" surprisingly attracted of lectures, workshops, movies
the largest turnout. Chin, a Chi- and other entertainment.
nese-American living in Detroit.,
Persons interested in joining
was hunted down and beaten to or supporting A.S.I.A. in their
death with a baseball bat by two quest for heightened Asian awarewhite males. Hewasmistakedfor ness should contact Minako Koike
being Japanese. The two males, at Box 1726.
Donald Ebens and Michael Nitz

ritiity Artscene

-by Minako KoikeSpecidl to the Tripod

by Wallace Shawn
Directed by Josh Kcirter

f

April 26, Thursday, 8:00 pm
April 27-28, Friday-Saturday, 7:30 pm and 10:00 pm
April 29, Sunday, 2:00 pm
.
The Austin Arts Center
very limited soating

For tickets and information contact the
Box Office at 297-2199.
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Arts
Prof. Pfeil has Another Tale to Tell ^ Trinity Grads Share

For the past fifteen years as a
fiction writer, editor, critic and
activist, Fred Pfeil has sought to
discover, publicize and extend the
progressive possibilities within
contemporary American culture.
Idiosyncratic, provocative and
urgent, A nother Tale to TelI mo ves
from evaluations of various politically engaging texts and practices such as Hans Haacke's deconstructive artwork, Chester
Hitne's Harlem police thrillers,

'cyberpunk' and feminist science
fiction of Octavia Butler to broad
considerations of the history,
dynamics and potential of
postmodern culture.
Pfeil's work on postmodernity is distinct from the spate of
other works on the subject in its
insistence (as in the now famous
essay "'Makin' Flippy-Floppy":
Postmoderism and the BabyBoom P M C ) on the social base
of postmodern practices within
today's professional-managerial
class, and in his endeavour both to
use and critique current marxist,
feminist, psycoanalytic and
poststructuralist thought in order
to illuminate our present political
impasses and openings.
Through his audacious readings of the film River's Edge as
the terminus of the long, vexed

history of bourgeois narrative, and
his analysis of the new, Reaganite
oedipality in the film Back to the
Future to his unsettling meditation on the 'poststructuralist paradise' represented in the works of
Barthes, Cixous and Kristeva and
embodied in contemporary sci-fi,
Pfeil sorts through a welter of
contemporary cultursal texts and
practices for the glimmerings of a
postmodern narrative and politics
that may truly be 'another tale to
tell'
Fred Pfeil is the author of
Goodman 2020, a science fiction
novel, and Shine On, a collection
of short stories. He is also fiction
editor of the left-feminist literary
magazine the minnesota review,
and Associate Professor in the
English Department, teaching
courses in fiction writing, film,
and cultural studies.

f

Liz n Russ
By Iiz Healy and Russ Kauff
Crazy People

MB?

This week, we went to Showcase Cinemas to review the new film Crazy People starring Dudley
Moore and Darryl Hannah. If we may paraphrase from Hollywood Shuffle by Robert Townshend, 'this
film stinks, we give it the finger'. This film was so nausiatingly horrible, so devoid of anything worthwhile
or entertaining that we ran from the theatre only about forty-five minutes into the film (like kids who had
been drinking all day long and waited till after a forty hour road trip to use the toilet). We decided in our
misery that the only way to rectify the situation was to give atop ten list of things that would have been
better than to spend SIX WHOLE DOLLARS on Crazy People .
Here they are, Li? and Russ' top ten things that would have been better than to spend SIX WHOLE
10.
9.
8,
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

Buy the newly released "Tiffany's Greatest Hits" on CD.
Sit through a five hour-long remake of Gone With The Wind starring Darryl Hannah as Scarlet.
Watch Cane Toads at Cinestudio five times in a row.
Take over the nighttime janitors job in the President's office at Wesleyan.
Scrub the floors of every cinema at Showcase with a toothbrush.
Have Liz interview Patty Hearst about her future plans for acting.
Produce Hamlet starring Dudley Moore for Masterpiece Theatre.
Buy a hammer and pound our knucles flat for an hour.
Having a bite-fox-bite eating contest with Roger Ebert.
Introduce Rob Lowe to Russ'younger sister as a'really nice guy'.

Writing Experience
The Experiences

of Two Trin Women

-by Nicole MorettiArts Editor
As part of the twentieth anniversary celebration of coeducation at Trinity, two Trinity College graduates, novelist Joanna
Scott and poet/playwright Elizabeth Egloff will read from their
works and talk about "Working as
Writers: The Experience of Two
Trinity Women" on Thursday,
April 26,
Egloff wrote poetry while at
Trinity, becoming a playwright
after graduation in '83. "I took
one playwriting class there, but I
had this notion that only men wrote
plays," she says, "though I never
expressed it to myself in that way."
Following her graduation
from Trinity, Egloff received a
Watson Fellowship wh ich sent her
to London. Upon returning home
from Europe, she entered Brown
University, receivingher Master's
degree with a double major in
English and Theater. Egloff then
held a nine month career as a story
editor for the popular soap opera
Search for Tomorrow.
Following her soap opera
stint, Egloff applied to the Yale
School of Drama, from which she
graduated last year. It was there
that she strongly turned to theater
and began her playwriting career.
She made her professional debut
in the fall of 1989 with a production of her play The Wolf Man at
the Manhattan Theatre Club. Her
other plays include Phaedra,
produced at Yale Rep's 1989

Winterfest and published by Theato-magazine; The Nose, published
in TCG's Plays-in-Process series;
and The Sins ofAkakiAkakiyevich,
now in development as an opera.
Scott, graduating from Trinity in '83 with honors in both
English and General Scholarship,
also went on to receive her
Master's degree from Brown
University's Graduate Writing
Program. She then went on to
lecture and teach, acquiring the
position of Assistant Professor of
English in such institutions as the
University of Rochester and the
University of Maryland where she
taught a variety of fiction writing
and literature courses. Scott is
currently a Visiting Lecturer on
the Council of the Humanities and
the Creative Writing Program at
Princeton University.
Scott has published three
novels: Arrogance (1990), The
Closest Possible Union (1988),
and Fading, My Paramacheene
Belle (19%7). Her fiction has won
several awards including the
Guggenheim Fellowship and the
William Peden Prize for the best
fiction published in the Missouri
Review for 1987.
The event is sponsored by
the English Department, the Allan K. Smith Chair, and the Poetry
Center and will take place in the
Koeppel Student Center at 4 p.m.

Scrib Sez: Sit or Spin
by Bill Schrelber
WRTC FM Music Director
Robyn Hitchcock, "Eye" TwinTone Records

FUNKY, ROCKI/V
CELLO

Hitchcock has been another one of those pop writer/performers
known solely to the college radio scene. Compared to such influential
surface stars as Lennon, Costello and Andy Partridge (XTC), Hitchcock has just recently been received for his song writing capability,
partly due to the videos from his last album. He has been dedicated to
the roots of rhythm guitar and psychedelia writing as the basics of his
work. His latest album called "Eye" was recorded in '88 and '89 in a
San Francisco studio and is a solo all-acoustic effort.
The songs are all originals except for 1974's "Kung Fu Fighting".
The songs are sensitive and seem introspective, possibly explaining
something about this veteran's somewhat clouded and secretive life.
Hitchcock's melodic strumming and witty, upbeat and provocative
lyrics make this record easy listening. If you like good acoustic writing
this album touches folky, rocky strands available on the acoustic.
I can't be sure if this LP will bring Hitchcock the respect and
applause he may deserve, but if he ever does become a famous rockin'
star, people will probably look at this album as a very important step
and highpoint of his writing. Songs to listen for or request are "Clean
Steve," "Beautiful Girl" and "Flesh Cartoons."

LUCIE THERRIEN

The French Canadian singer and composer
Tonight — Washington Room
7:30 p.m.

FREE ADMISSION
Submit Articles to Box 1310

Sponsored by: L'AIliance Francaise, Dept. of
Modern Languages, Dept. of Music and the Graduate Mentor Program. Publicity by Trinity College's
French Club.

Mozart
May 1
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-By Carolyn FlournoyThe Shreveport Times .
Pizza. This all-time favorite dish has gone through
many changes, from thin to thick crust, from meat-laden to
vegetarian to "skinny" (or, low-calorie).
Now, the next generation — "new wave pizza" — is
here to add a gourmet, international flair to this country's
No. 1 food. They are quick to prepare and, with creative

toppings that appeal to a variety of guests, ideal for entertaining.
New wave pizzas can begin with frozen dough, pita
bread or tortillas. They can be spread with homemade
sauce, canned tomato sauce or paste — even Mexican
salsa. Vary basic mozzarella with Monterey Jack, Greek
feta or French goat cheese; substitute chicken, turkey or
ham for pepperoni.
According to a survey done by the Canned Foods
Information Council, pizza is indeed our food of choice.
We in the United States eat 11 billion slices of pizza each

BASIC PIZZA SAUCE
•15-ounce can tomato puree
•14 and one-half-ounce can whole tomatoes, drained, chopped
•one-half cup finely chopped onion
•1 clove garlic, minced
•1 teaspoon each Italian herb seasoning, parsley
Combine all ingredients in a large skillet; heat to boiling. Reduce heat and
simmer 10 minutes. Cool. Makes about 2 and one-half cups. Refrigerate until
use.

MEXICAN STYLE PIZZA
•one-half cup basic pizza sauce
•one-half cup salsa, hot or mild
•1 tablespoon minced cilantro or parsley
•4 large flour tortillas
•8-ounce can whole kernel corn, drained
•5 and one-half-ounce can chicken or turkey, drained
•one-half cup canned pinto beans
•4-ounce-can chopped green chiiies, drained
•1 and one-half cup shredded Monterey Jack cheese
Mix basic pizza sauce, salsa and cilantro; spread on tortillas. Arrange corn,
chicken, pinto beans and chiiies over sauce; sprinkle with cheese. Broil until
cheese is melted, about 3 to 4 minutes. Makes 4 servings.

GREEK STYLE PIZZA
•1 cup basic pizza sauce
•1 teaspoon dried oregano
.
•4-pita breads
•1'4-ounce can artichoke hearts, drained, cut in fourths
•two-thirds cup julienne ham strips
•one-quarter cup sliced onion •
•2-ounce can anchovies, drained (optional)
•8 pitted Caimari olives or ripe olives, sliced
•one-half cup crumbled feta cheese
•Cinnamon, nutmeg, dried mint to taste
Mix basic pizza sauce with oregano; spread oh pita breads. Arrange artichoke
hearts, ham, onion, anchovies and Caimari or ripe olives over sauce. Sprinkle
with cheese and herbs. Broil until cheese melts, about 4 minutes. Serves 4.

FRENCH STYLE PIZZA
•1 long thin loaf French bread
•1 small onion, sliced
•1 red bell pepper, seeded, diced
•one-half cup each sliced mushrooms, diced zucchini
•1 clove garlic, minced
•12 ounces tomato sauce
•one-half cup each shredded goat, mozzarella cheese
•one-quarter cup grated Parmesan cheese
•Salt, pepper, basil, oregano to taste
Cut bread in half lengthwise. Pull out all soft parts, leaving two crust shells.
(Discard soft bread or make bread crumbs.) Layer onion, pepper, mushrooms
and zucchini in shells. Sprinkle with garlic and spoon on tomato sauce. Sprinkle
with goat cheese, mozzarella, Parmesan and seasonings. Put on baking sheet
and bake in a preheated 425-degree oven for 20 minutes. Serves 4.

year — making it more American than apple pie or
baseball.
Butltaly is where it all began. According to records,
the world's first pizzeria was established in Naples in
1830. One legend has it that pizza is supposed to have
started as a snack for Italian women who, while waiting
for their bread to bake in the town's communal oven,
would break off a piece of dough, flatten it, top it with
whatever seasonings were available and quickly bake it.
Today's pizza recipes take you around the world —
France, Greece and Mexico — plus the world-famous
Chicago deep-dish pizza.

Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

SKINNY PIZZA
•1-pound loaf frozen bread dough
•6-ounce jar tomato paste
•one-half teaspoon each garlic salt, pepper
•1 teaspoon oregano
•one-half pound low-fat mozzarella cheese, grated
•one-half bell pepper, sliced
•1 small zucchini, sliced
•1 cup broccoli flowerets
•5 or 6 fresh mushrooms, sliced
•3 green onions, sliced, including tops
Let dough thaw until pliable. Stretch and roll dough to fit bottom
ofvegetable oil-sprayed 12-inch pizza pan. Spread paste evenly
over dough to within one-half-inch of edge. Sprinkle with garlic
salt, pepper and oregano. Sprinkle cheese over pizza; arrange
fresh vegetables over cheese. Bake in a preheated 425-degree
oven for 20 minutes or until crust is golden brown and cheese is
bubbly.
Makes 6 servings.

CHICAGO DEEP-DISH PIZZA
Dough:
•2 and one-half to 3 cups flour, divided
•one-quarter cup commeal
•1 teaspoon each salt, sugar
•2 packages active dry yeast
•1 cup very hot water (120-130 degrees)
•2 tablespoons vegetable oil
In mixer bowl combine one-half cup flour, commeal, salt, sugar
and yeast; mix well. With mixer at low speed gradually add hot
water and oil. Increase speed to medium and beat 1 minute. Stir
in enough additional flourto make a soft dough. On lightly floured
surface knead 5 minutes. Place dough in an oiled bowl, turning
to oil top. Cover and let rise in a warm place until doubled in bulk,
about 20 to 45 minutes. Adjust oven rack to lowest position.
Preheat oven to 475 degrees. Punchdough down. Coverand let
stand 10 minutes. Oil bottom and sides of a 12-ihch deep-dish
pizza pan. On lightly floured surface roll dough into a 16-inch
circle. Place in pan pressing dough up sides of pan to forma 1
and one-half-inch edge. Prick bottom with a fork. Bake 4 minutes. Remove crust from oven.
•
Filling:
•4 teaspoons olive oil, divided
•35-ounce can plum tomatoes, chopped, well-drained
•1 teaspoon dried basil
;•.....
"
•1 teaspoon oregano '
•
•Salt and freshly ground pepper
•12 ounces mozzarella cheese, shredded
"
•one-quarter cup grated Parmesan cheese
•one-half pound sweet Italian sausage, casing removed
Brush partially baked crust with 1 teaspoon olive oil In a bowl
combine tomatoes, basil, oregano, salt and pepper to taste.
Arrange mozzarella evenly on crust and spoon on tomato
mixture. Sprinkle with Parmesan. Shape sausage into 1-inch
rounds; flatten slightly. Distribute evenly over filling. Drizzle
remaining olive oil on top. Bake 20 minutes or until crust is lightly
browned and sausage is cooked through. Serves 6.
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From The Birth of the Civil Rights Movement to the Death of a Leader

Abernathy Succumbs to Ailing Heart
-By Debbie Howlett
& Mark MayfieldUSA Today
ATLANTA — One of the
last links to the birth of the.nation's
civil rights movement was broken Tuesday with the death of the
Rev. Ralph David Abernathy.
Abernathy achieved his success in the shadow of Martin Luther King Jr. He was King's closest aide and best friend. Less charismatic and more militant than
his "blood brother," Abernathy
was an integral part of the movement.
"There probably could not
have been a civil rights movement without the contribution he
made," said King protege Andrew Young, former mayor of
Atlanta. "When King was a very
young and shy man, it was Ralph
Abernathy's friendship and support that helped him emerge... to
plant the seeds of human rights
and human dignity now spreading all over the world."
Abernathy was with King
from the beginning, initiating the
Montgomery, Ala., bus boycott
in 1955. He accompanied King to
Oslo when King accepted the
Nobel peace prize. And it was
Abernathy who cradled King's
Head as King lay dymg on the
baicony ol' Memphis' Lorraine
Motel in 1968.
Shortly after King's death',
Abernathy wrote a letter to the
man he considered his dearest
friend.
"Martin," he wrote, "Find
Frederick Douglass.... Check with
Nat Turner, and Marcus Garvey,
for they too are heroes in our crusade. ... And don't forget Malcolm X. Look for-Malcolm X,
Martin."
Young sees Abernathy's
death in much the same way.
"Death is not an end," Young
said. "And I am sure he will renew his friendship with Martin
Luther King."
Abernathy was felled not by
an assassin's bullet, but an overworked heart.
Still, the shock was great.
"I am deeply saddened," said
Coretta Scott King. "His pioneering work in the movement helped

to empower millions of black brought a more militant approach. victim of rain, heightened tenHe organized the Poor sions from the rioting and poor
voters."
Said Rev. Joseph Lowery, a People's campaign and brought organization.
In 1977, Abernathy, under
friend who succeeded Abernathy to Washington, D.C., an encampas head of the Southern Christian ment he called "Resurrection pressure, resigned as SCLCpresiLeadership Conference: "We did City." His first effort flopped, a dent. He returned to preaching
not know his illness was quite so
critical. He had not been receiving visitors. We had heard he had
been on a diet and his sodium
level was low." •
Abernathy, 64, was hospitalized March 23 at Crawford Long
March 11,1926: Born in Linden, Ala., the 10th of 12
Hospital of Emory University for
children
of William and Louiverny Abernathy.
what doctors called a "low so1944: Drafted into Army.
dium condition."
1945: After passing the high school equivalency test,
He had suffered strokes in
enrolled at Alabama State College.
1983 and 1986. He also had sur1948: Named pastor of Montgomery's First Baptist
gery for a blocked cerebral artery
in 1983.
Church.
Tuesday, he was taken from
1950: Awarded diploma from Alabama State.
intensive care for a lung scan to
1954: Became friends with the Rev. Martin Luther
check for a blood clot in his lung.
King Jr.
As he was preparing for the pro1954: Married Juanita Jones.
cedure, his heart stopped.
1957: His home in Montgomery bombed.
The grandson of a slave,
1957: Abernathy and King founded the Southern
Abernathy recalled once that his
grandmother announced the day
Christian Leadership Conference.
he was born in Linden, Ala.: "This
1961: Abernathy named pastor of Atlanta's West
... (is) the strange one. He will be
Hunter Street Baptist Church.
different from anyone else in the
April 4,1968: King assassinated.
family."
April 6,1968: Abernathy became SCLC president.
"He put personal ambition
1977; Resigned as SCLC president and announced
aside to support (King) with his
Democratic campaign for congressional seat of Andrew
total loyalty and devotion," said
Young. He loses.
Benjamin Hooks, director of the
NAACP. "In the darkest days of
1984: Spumed Ronald Reagan to endorse candidacy of
the movement, he was a tower of
strength."
1989: Autobiography, "And The Walls Came Tumbling
Abernathy took up the mantle
Down," published.
of the civil rights movement two
April 17,1990: Suffered heart attack and died.
days after King's death. Following the 1968 riots in Chicago, Source: The Associated Press
Washington and elsewhere, he

The Rev. Ralph Abernathy: 1926-1990

Kent Travis, Gannett News Service

Dr. A: One of History's Great No. 2's?
Life in Martin Luther King's Shadow W asn't Always Easy —

"Looking back over the last age pregnancies, crack and co21 years," he said, "I am outraged caine and racial genocide, to name
that the civilrightsmovementthat a few."
Martin and I started has moved
Then he challenged anyone
backward instead of forward.
who believed otherwise to jourWhen the Rev. Ralph David
"I know that if (King) came ney with him into the black comAbernathy was under fire las t year back today, Tie would weep and munity.
for intimating that there were despair that the black children he
Abernathy, the man who
sexual indiscretions by his fallen fought and sacrificed his life for stood beside King for 121/2 years,
leader and confidant, the Rev. in the civil rights movement are died after a heart attack Tuesday.
Martin Luther King Jr., Abernathy not in the promised land, but in He was 64.
fired back at an Atlanta news fact in a hell (fraught) with povThose news conference senconference.
erty, single-parent families, teen- timents represented the Abernathy
that most of King's followers
would have preferred to remember — like King, a leader who
could articulate problems with
Baptist fire and brimstone, and
"Any Christian minister must be involved in the human
could motivate masses to
rights struggle. We cannot preach the gospel in the four walls of i who
action.
the church and let it stop there. We must take it into the streets
Yet it was not the Abernathy
and let Jesus live in the hearts and minds and souls and bodies of
that most of us will recall. We'll
a l l individuals.** — From an interview in the book, "King .Remembered." by Flip
remember a decent human being
SchuVke and Penelope McPhee.
with strong moral convictions and
a quest for justice, but one who
harbored jealousies, pettiness
"If my personal experience has any value in the 1980s, it is also
and, in later years, a predeliction
because I grew up in the South of the 1930s and 1940s and because for making bad decisions.
I was part of a great movement that changed the face of American
Abemathy didn'thave King's
society and made that old way of life obsolete.'* —Prom an introduction sense of his public. Not everyone
was meant to lead.
to Abernathy's book, "And the Walls Came Tumbling Down "
But "great man" theories of
history aside, that's no disgrace.
"It's all right in a way for those of us who lived through it • Mass movements wouldn't exist
to fee! a certain nostalgia for the (civil rights) struggle, for old
without followers, drill sergeants
and workers.
friends and for distant places, even though the times were hard;
Even the more visionary
but I worry about the younger people, who never entered doors
King, at his death in 1968, was
marked 'colored/ never were forbidden to use public libraries,
having trouble keeping his folnever went to Jim Crow schools or ate in Jim Crow restaurants
lowing.
or slept in Jim Crow motels."
It was during such circumstances that Abernathy proved his
_=^~ Epilogue from Abernath/s book.'And The Walls Came Tumbling Down "
value.
:
-By Richard PrinceRochester Times-Union

The Words of Rev. Abernathv

d

and an unsuccessful run for the
U.S. House. In 1980 he was criticized for endorsing the campaign
of Ronald Reagan.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

"There were times — and I
was on hand to witness some of
them," journalist Claude Lewis
wrote last year, "when Dr. King
was less than effective in trying to
convince blacks about the virtues
of nonviolence.
"Through (Abernathy's) use
of far less sophisticated language,
he could reach some Southern
blacks who had difficulty in understanding Dr. King's lofty language."
Indeed, perhaps Abernathy,
loyal husband and father of four,
was foremost a minister tending
his flock. For 28 years, he'd been
pastor of Atlanta's West Hunter
Street Baptist Church, serving
longer than any other pastor in the
church's 108-year-old history.
Dr. A, they called him. And
last October, when the church
honored his years of service, elderly women in wheelchairs came
forward to pay tribute to a man
who, rather than see the neighborhood gentrify, arranged for the
church to build low-income housingTheydon'twritemanybooks
about the great leaders' No. 2s •—
at least not while they're alive.
Latter-year headlines aside,
Abernathy's greatest contribution
was the supportive companionship he provided one of the world's
great leaders.
'
That support is the stuff of
history. In time, perhaps we'll
know how much.
Copyrightl990,USATODAY/Apple
College Information Network
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Sports
Men's Rugby Looks Tough

BOXSEATS

Big Victors Over Yale Club

By Rick Zednik

-By Russell KauffSpecial to the Tripod

Darryl Strawberry; More Than
A Wife-Beater
Dairy 1 Strawberry, the Mets' star rightfielder, has become a focal point of fan frustration over his seven
year career. I often find myself asking, "What's his problem? What is he thinking?" As I see him stroll
to the on-deck circle I try to imagine what goes on in his head.
Oh boy, I hope Howard can get a hit to drive in the winning run and end this for us. I would rather
not have to go through the agony.
Yes, I mean agony. Geez, if the fans could hear me think, they'd surely lynch me. Aren't I supposed
to be the happiest man alive and aren't I the envy of the world? "Young, talented, rich. Life from here is
just following the yellow brick road." Unfortunately, I'm human and I was not given the answers to the
questions in the test of life.
I played well in my first season in The Big Apple and the city was pleased, but not satisfied. I still
had to make the last place Mets into titlists. What people failed to realize was that I was twenty-two years
old. My fourth year, 1986, was a dream come true. The Mets won the World Series. What more could the
people want? We were such a talented and young team that we were charged with the prediction of winning
it all again. And again. And why not again? We were dubbed as the next great dynasty. I was expected
to do more.
We did not make the playoffs the next year and I caught hell. In 1988 we were upset by Los Angeles
in the playoffs and our fans were, of course, disappointed. 1989 was a down season for both my personal
statistics and the team's winning percentage. The troubles I was experiencing in my baseball life began
to effect my personal life. I had various familial and legal problems and, in late winter, I checked myself
into Smithers Institute for forty days of alcohol rehabilitation. Upon my return to baseball, I was warmly
received by most everyone, including the press and the fans. I began to think that the world had become
a kinder place. Today, however, I am reminded of reality.
I have been unlucky in my four plate appearances in today's game. I have flied out with the bases
loaded, grounded into a double play, been hit by a pitch and struck out. I expect boos if Hojo doesn't end
this game and I come to take my turn at bat.
Howard grounds to. the second baseman for the second out of the ninth inning. As I approach home
plate, we are losing by a run, Jeffries is on third base and the fans begin to express their anger. I try to focus
on the task at hand, but a displeased home crowd is hard to ignore. The taunts and cat calls rain down all
around me. I step in to face the 95 mile per hour fastball aimed to humiliate me.
People say my job isn't hard; some won't even call it a job. They do not know. One hundred and sixtytwo regular season games in the heat of the summer in front of thirty thousand spectators and countless
television viewers each day. Constantly on the road, rarely at home with the family. They say it is
ridiculous that I make over $1 million a year and yet they choose me as one of eighteen starting all-stars.
If they were to look at the eighteen most successful people in most other fields, I think they would find
comparable incomes; «»
They are demanding and I do my best for them. What more do they want?

Once again, the posts are
standing on the east side of campus, and the men's rugby club is
smack dab in the middle of another tough season. Following a
highly successful fall schedule in
which the team went 6-1 in the
regular season, a warm-up in
Bermuda over Spring Break, and
a slap in the face loss to Amherst,the ruggers are on a roll.
The last two matches played
by the men of TCRFC have both
been convincing victories over
Division One teams. On Saturday, April 14th, the Bantams
walloped the University of Massachusetts team in a real slug-fest.
For the first time this season, the
Bantam A-side was able to demonstrate that, in addition to their
renown toughness, they are capable of technically dominating
their opponents. The UMass
Minutemen are well known as a
physically dominating squad and
it is a testament to Trinity's technical depth that they were able to
come away with a victory.
This technical side really
came through in what may turn
out to be the biggest win in the
club's recent history. This past
Wednesday, the Trinity A-side
goose-egged an extremely cocky
Division One Yale University
team by a score of 14 - 0. This is

especially extraordinary when one
considers that in the fall, Yale
came within four points of defeating perennial NCAA Division One
powerhouse Dartmouth. Suddenly, the Bantams find themselves in some pretty auspicious
company. So dominating was
Trinity against the Bulldogs that
the comments heard from the Yale
side at the half were those only of
disbelief and despair. "I can't
believe we're losing like this!"
seemed to be Yale's theme for the
day.
The precedents set by these
two victories are tremendous. The
tide of enthusiasm and confidence
the Bantams are riding, tempered
by the loss to rival Amherst, is
truly infectious. A full schedule
of matches still looms ahead for
the men of TCRFC, and Trinity
can rest assured that they are still
hungry for victory. The club can
be seen at home this Wednesday
and Saturday on the pitch along
the Broad Street fence of the athletic fields. Come and share in the
excitement.

The Tripod

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors
237 Wliite Street
We Deliver!./* 525-2221
Visa and Master Card Accepted
Kegs:
Busch 1/2
Busch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Bud + Bud Light 1/2
Bud + Bud Light 1/4
Miller Genuine Draft 1/2
Miller Lite 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/2
Rolling Rock 1/4

$34.99+
$20.99+
$26.75+
$44.00+
$24.99+
$44.00+
$44.99+
$44.00+
$24.00+

Specials:
Glacier 12 Pack
5.39+
Keystone Suitcases
8.99+
Mil's Best Bar Bottles
6.99+
Black Label Bar Bottles
5.99+
Senator's Club Vodka
9.99+
Carling Black Label
6.99+
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Sports
Men's and Women's Track Gets Stuck in the Mud
-By Aaron SoebelSports Writer
Once again, typical New
England weather joined the men
and women's track teams to
Worcester, MA for a quad meet
with WPI, Tufts, and Coast Guard.
In this 1990 season finale, the
cold and damp conditions seemed
to be a harbinger of the problems
that were to follow. Those problems came primarily in the form
of a very deep and talented Tufts
team. However, despite seasonending losses, the women continued to exhibit some fine individual performances, particularly by
some of the rookies. This will
certainly bode well for the future.
While on the men's side, the Bants
were able to earn their twelfth
winning season in a row, and they
too will have much of the squad
returning next season, a good sign
indeed.
The day began with a strong
second place finish by the men's

4x100m relay of John Mullaney
'93, Josh Bruno '93, Rhoades
Alderson '92, and Steve Shorte
'92. Their time of 43.89 now
places them in the top five in New
England. The men sprinters also
performed well in the open events.
On the fast surface at WPI, Bruno
was able to record a time of 11.32
in the 100m good for fourth and a
23.13 in the 200m also good for
fourth. Both of these time have
qualified him to the Division 3
New Englands. Also, Alderson
sped the one-lapper in 50.98 to
take second. His time shows that
his transition to the 400m this
season has been a success. As
well, Mullaney ran a speedy 11.56
in a fast 100m final and was on his
way to a win in his 200m heat
when he pulled his hamstring.
This was an unfortunate turn of
events, but it is hoped he will be
ready for the NESCAC's on Saturday.
On the field, the Bants also
showed their mettle by placing in
five out of the seven field events.

In the jumps, George Logan '91
continued to show why he strikes
fear in the hearts of other high
jumpers by taking first at 6' 5".
The subsequent attempts for this
former New England champion
at 6' 7" were agonizingly close, so
he will definitely ready for the
NESCAC's. Logan also took
fourth in the best triple jump
competition of the seaon by leaping 40' 6". As well, Aaron Sobel
grabbed fourth in the long jump
with an effort of 19' 6"
In the longerraces, soph Doug
Wetherill '92 continued his mastery of the half by taking third
with an clocking of 2:00.1. The
final men's scoring was provided
by a much-improved 4x400m
relay. The team of Craig TenBrink '93, Sobel, Yussuf Khan
'93, and Alderson all averaged 52
second splits on their way to a
third place 3:31 clocking and top
ten New England ranking.
The bulk of the scoring on
the women's side came from the
field events. The major highlight

was frosh Jackie Kupa '93 continuing her massive improvement
in the shot. Once again, she extended her week-old school record by tossing a fourth place effort of 34' 4 1/2". In the weights,
she was joined by Jen VanCampen '90 who took fourth in the
javelin. VanCampen also took
fourth in the high jump in her first
try at the event. Meanwhile, veteran jumper, Donna Campbell '93,
also provided points by taking
second in the high jump and fourth
in the long.
The remainder of the scoring
came in the longer races. Julie
Edlund '93 took third in the 800m
with a Division 3 New England
qualifyingtimeof2:31.14. Also,
Carrie Pike '93 continued her
mind-boggling domination of the
1500m. In, what she termed an
easy race, Pike raced to a winning
time of 4:51.20, which solidifies
her top five New England ranking. Finally, the closing points
came courtesy of a second place
finish by the 4x400m relay of

VanCampen, Candace Mulready
'90, Edlund, and Pike. On a final
note, VanCampen deserves to be
congratulated for her first try at
the heptathlon. The seven event
test, consisting of: long jump,
200m, 100m hurdles, shot put,
high jump, javelin, and 800m,
severely taxed Van Campen's
stamina. ' She came through the
grueling day valiantly and placed
in a majority of the events.
Next week, the men and
women Bantams go for all the
marbles at the NESCAC's, to be
held at Tufts University. Both
teams will face stiff challenges
from Tufts and Williams, and
probably a stiffer one from the
fickle weather. Whateverthecase,
once the final hurdle is cleared
and last race timed, the memories
will linger on of a season that is
best summarized in the following
quote. "There have a been a lot of
ups, and downs, and in-betweens."
(Carl Lewis, 1988 commenting
on the wild events, i.e. Ben
Johnson, at the Olympics.)

Tennis Spanked By Wesleyan During Rainy Week
-By Jane DoeSports Writer
The Trinity men's tennis team
did not fare well on their eastcoas t
road trip this week. After having
their lasthomestand match against
the defending NESCAC champion. Tufts University Iunibos.
rained out last Tuesday, the team
traveled to Hartford on Thursday
where they lost to the-Division I
powerhouse University of Hartford, 8-1.
The team played well despite
the score. It was just that UHART
was that much better. Senior cocaptain James Gabriel played a
tight match against Andy Finn
especially in the first set. They
were on serve for the entire set
and lost in the tie breaker, 7-2. In
the second set, it was all Finn who
finished off Gabriel 6-1 in the
second set.
At the number five spot,
TimothyCallahan'90playedwell
against his opponent Andy Arno
despite losing 3-6,6-2,7-5. Callahan broke Arno in the sixth game
of the first set and hung on to win
6-3. However Amo came back to
win the next set 6-2 but Callahan
was tough in the third set which
went down to the wire. Arno had
three match points on Callahan's
service game at 5-4. Down 1-3 on
his own serve, Callahan came back
with a couple clutch serves to win
the game to even the score at 5-5.
Unfortunately forCallahan, Arno

won the next two games to secure the first set 6-4, but came back to
the victory.
win the second 6-4. In the third,
Junior Jorge Rodriguez was "the match was fairly even as evethe only winner for Trinity with ryone held serve. In the tiehis victory over Dan Brahler 6-4, breaker, Pouncey and Rodriguez
7-5. Rodriguez was in topformas were up 6-5 but lost the next two
he did not lose a single service points before tying the score at 7game. He broke Brahler's serve 7. Then Nicholson and Culliford
twice, one in the seventh game of closed out the match by winning
the fu$t set and the other in the the next two points of the
eleventh game of the second set. tiebreaker. At third doubles,
Rodriguez improved his team- Gabriel and Callahan lost to
leading record to 3-1.
Andrew Fairbanks and Jay GosLast Saturday, the Bantams selin 4-6,6-2,7-6(13-11). In the
travelled to the Wesleyan Univer- tiebreaker, Gabriel and Callahan
sity Athletic Center Fieldhouse were down 3-6 before evening the
for a road match against the Car- score at 6-6. The both teams
dinals, theNESCAC cellar-dwell- exchanged points until Fairbanks
ers. The Bantams faced the worst and Gosselin closed out the match
luck ever. First of all, the weather 13-11. Gabriel and Callahan did
sucked and the match took for- have their chances with five match
ever because of Wesleyan's poor points in the third set but each one
indoor facilities. Secondly, Trin- dwindled away by mistakes. In
ity lost 9-0 but eight of those other doubles action, Patrick
matches went to three sets and Lee'91 and John Stone'92 lost to
four of those matches were lost in Kishon Malvade and Greg
third set tiebreakers. The Bants Moldow 6-3, 2-6,7-5.
this season are very weak in thirdIn the singles Pouncey lost to
set situations. Through Saturday, Malvade 6-2, 7-5 in the only
they are 0-12 in three-setters.
straight set match of the day.
The day started on abad omen Gabriel lost Chris Easdoni 3-6,6in doubles when Senior co-cap- 4, 6-3. Rodriguez lost to
tain Christian Pouncey and Ro- Nicholson 6-2, 5-7, 7-6(7-5).
driguez had to play a let on a ball Patrick Lee lost to Moldow 4-6,
that hit a wire above their court. 6-2,6-2. Callahan lost 6-3,3-6,6The ball hit by their opponents, 3 to the Goose, Jay Gosselin. John
David Nicholson and Alf(yes, his Stone also lost his match in yet
name really is Alf) Culliford, was another third set tiebreaker to Josh
clearly going out. As Pouncey Lockwood.
put it, "I feel like running headTrinity drops to 1-4 overall
first into a brick wall."
and and 0-2 in the NESCAC. The
Pouncey and Rodriguez lost team will travel to Springfield for

SUMMER

the finale of this season's east
coast road trip on Tuesday, April
24. Trinity has only one more

Lacrosse
Continued From Page 16
Trinity's next game will
be against Williams on tuesday. Williams is ranked 8* in
the NCAA division III and
broke Tufts 36 game win
streak. However, Trinity was
able to upset Williams lastyear
in a similar situation. The
only difference is that last years
contest was on Trinity' s home
field.
The Springfield game that
was rained out will be reschedualed for Monday, April
30'\ at Trinity.

Continued From Page 16
well. The final score was 11-6,
capping a big sweep for the
Bantams.
"Today gives us a shot at
the tourney," said Hicks after
the Tufts games. "With guys
like [tri-captain] Joe Mara '90
and Lonegran hitting well, we
can win the ones we are supposed to down the stretch."

Write for Men's Lacrosse

gourmet dinners
from $9.95
BERENSONS'V"« • i •
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STASH IT

Student rates, trucking available
by appointment. Share the rent with
a friend and save. Reserve yours now
(especially the truck) by phone or FAX.
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Men's Lacrosse
Williams 18, Trinity 4
Williams (5-0) 7
I H n l t y (5-2)
2

4 3
1 1

4-18
0-4

YR» Pay! Brian, Ryan Martin, Charles
Martin, John Francini
SavessJohn Rosenstreich 15, Mark
Tenerowicz 3.

Softball
Trinity 11, Coast Guard 3
IVinity
051 000 5-11 10
Coast Guard 101 010 0 - 3 5 3
WP- Ennis; LP-Carpenter

Baseball
tVinity 12g
WPI 2
WP1
000 200 000 - 2 6 2
Trinity
023 140 11x - 1 2 10
WP-Hicks(2-0); LP - ASiegrezza
(2-3)
Amherst 5,
Tran'sty 2
Amherst 003 010 100 - 5 5 3
Trinity
100 000 010 - 2 3 2
WP-Pudio(6-1);LPDauphinee(2-

This Week's College
View Athlete of the
Week is Julie Roy
'93. Roy won both
games of the
Softball team's
double-header with
Tufts, and upped
her overall mark to
5-0.

Women's Lacrosse
129 Smith 11
Smith (6-3)
5 6 - 11
(2-3)
3 4 - 12
TR- Grace Cragin (5), Margot
Ring (3), IVSs VaughnRobin Cook9
Sarah Qetche98, Sydney Brown.
Saves: Sarah Ferrucci, 8.

Back to Back MVP
Winners By Position:
OYogiBerra
IB: Stan Musial
2B: Joe Morgan
SS: Ernie Banks
3B: Michael Jack Schmidt
OF: Roger Maris
OF: Dale Murphy
OF: Mickey Mantle

NASCAR Winston Cup
earnings leaders
1. Kyle Petty

$357,920

2. Dale Earnhardt

327,050

3. Derrike Cope

230,945

4. Ken Schrader

215,435

5. Mark Martin

209,265

6. Bill Elliot

194,145

7. Geoff Bodine

192,920\

8. Terry Labonte

161,145

9. Davey Allison

158,585

10. Rusty Wallace

149,412

The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best from from 9
p.m. to closing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are only $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

Women's
Lax Tops
Smith

Baseball Takes Two
From Tofts Jumbos
Coach Shults Gamers
200th Career Victory
as Wesleyan added two of their
own to win 11-4.
The second game of the day
was a completely different story.
An inspired Trinity baseball Both squads lept out of the box,
team won four of five games, each scoring in the first, second
including outgoing Coach Robie and third innings to tie the game at
Schults's 200th career win and a five. The Bantam bats really got
doubleheader s weep at Tufts. The working in the sixth when they
wins lifted the team's record to 7- managed to push four men ac4and put them in position to make cross the plate. The door was
slammed shut by the visitors when
a run at the ECAC playoffs.
During the team's spring break Trinity scored seven more in the
trip to Florida, the Bantams top of the seventh, to win 16-5 as
notched three wins against one John Dauphinee '92 notched his
loss. While in Tampa, they rocked second victory. The Bants had
Hartwick twice by scores of 12- made a 360-degree turn between
10 and 23-1. Then they faced games, committing only one error
Williams for a pair, losing the in the second game compared to
five in the first, and connecting
first and winning the second.
The team's initial contest for seventeen hits, featuring triback north pitted them once again captain Kieth Lonegran's '90
against Williams. The teams home run, compared to eight.
The next game was a tribute
continued to matchup well and
the host Ephmen sqeaked past the to Coach Schults, who is coachBants with a run in the ninth for a ing in his fifth decade at- Trinity
and will be giving up his duties
5-4 win.
On the fourteenth of April, after this season. The laugher
the Bantams traveled to Middle- victory at home against W.P.I,
town to play a doubleheader was the 200th in coach Schults's
againstrival Wesleyan. In the first career. Tri-captain Jason Hicks
game, the offenses were slow to '90, who stated that the team wants
start until the third inning when "to send [Schults] out on a winthe host Cardinals rallied for three ning note," pitched marvelously
„.. ml9^SStW^3JB^hl
fourth to narrow the gap, but the collected ten hits and committed
Cards exploded for six runs in the only one error on route to a 12-2
fifth to take 9-1 lead. The Bants blowout.
scored three more runs to no avail
A strong Amherst team came

-By Cara CahalnSportsWriter

-By Rick ZednikSports Editor

J.P. Marra '90 and his Boggsian stroke

to Hartford last Thursday to test
the Bantams. Trinity scored first,
with a run in the first and held
tight throughout the game. The
offense was not able to get much
offofLordJeffstarterScottPudio
and, despite a fine pitching performance by Dauphinee, lost 5-2.
The loss dropped Trinity' s record
to 5-4. ••
Rain forced postponement of
Saturday's twin-billing at Tufts
until Sunday when the Bantams
on the Jumbos, who were fourth
ranked in New England going in.
The home team jumped on the
board early with a first inning run

and that margin stood through five
innings. The Bants tied it on a
Lonegran home run in the sixth
and took the lead with four in the
seventh. Tufts' two runs in the
bottom of the seventh brought
them within two by game's end,
resulting in a 5-3 Bantam victory.
The second game was a high
scoring affair. Trinity benefitted
from big hits by Kieth Rafaniello
'92, Marc Rozzi '91, and Rocco
DeMaieo '91, who finished off
the pitching for a victorious
Donlan. Tn addition, the Bants
forced Tufts into errors by bunting and moving the ball around
Please see Baseball, Page 14

The Women' s Lacrosse team
was able to add one more win to
their record, defeating Smith (1211), at Trinity in the pouring rain.
This was the fifth contest for Trinity and in every game the Bants'
have been up at the end of the half.
Fortunately Trinity was able to
hold onto the lead. Although
Trinity was winning at the end of
the first half by a three goal
margine, Smith fought back and
was able to come with in one goal
by the end of the game.
Coach Robin Sheppard felt
that "Trinity played some of their
best lacrosse all season in the first
half, particulary in the mid-field."
The problems that they did experience came from the inability to
capitalize offensively.
Freshman Grace Cragin lead
the way for the Bants' with five
goals. Sophomore Margo Ring
was second highest scorer with a
hat trick, from the first home
postion. Other scorers for Trinity
were Tris Vaughn, center Robin
Cook, and attack wings Sidney
Brown and Sarah Getchell; all
with one goal a piece.
The Trinity defense was led
by seniors Meg Montgomery and
Heidi Wisbach, and junior TinabethPassaro. Trinity goal keeper,
Sarah Ferrucci, came up with
eight saves at games end.
Please see Lacrosse, Page 14

Softball Record Remains Unblemished at 6-0
Sweep of Tufts to Prepare for Upcoming NIAC Finals
-By Margaret GoldenSpecial to the Tripod
With two weeks left in the
season, the women's Softball team
stands undefeated at 6-0. After
beating Connecticut College,
Clark University twice, and the
Coast Guard Academy, the Lady
Bantams won a double-header
against Tufts on Sunday.
The season opened with a
merciful drubbing of a Connecticut College club team. The Camels left Hartford with a 14-5 loss
to carry on their back. The next
game matched the Lady Bantams
with Clark, the defending ECAC
champions, for a doubleheader.
With Head Coach Don Miller out
sick, interim coach Dick Ellis
showed he is willing to take a
chance, as he called a suicide
squeeze in the seventh, which was
successful and gave Trinity a 4-3
win in the first game. The Lady
Bantams then dominated the second game and came away with a
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pitched both victories, allowing runs until the bottom of the sixth
>i t n i o r
only one run in the third inning of inning when a hit by shortstop first baseman Karen Farquhar to
catch a fly ball.

Tennis Gets Blanked
Track Mired in Muck
\

The Lady Bantams were
down in the second game 1-0 for
two innings until Ennis tied it up
with a delayed steal of third and
an error by Tufts. The fourth and
fifth innings were big for Trinity
with a hit by freshman Angela
DeNicola and a single to drive in
a run by Ennis. More great baserunning by Silver gave the Lady
Bantams a two run lead. In the
fifth, the Lady Bantams showed
great defensive work which has
been the squad's strength this
season. Outfielders Mo Strickland
'92, Silver, and Jodi Falcigno '93
have stopped many runners from
scoring and Farquhar has done an
outstanding job at first.
The team is brimming with
both talent and corifidencecoming into the home stretch. Under
the guidance of Coach Ellis and
Coach Ron Peter, with Coach
Miller's administration, the team
looks to extend its winning streak
and gain a high seeding in its
attempt to regain the NIAC tournament crown. •
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